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commuters.
Ralston speculated that the

probability of a court suit by
some group and any possible
appeals would delay the parking
restrictions for "at least another
six months at the minimum."

He cited several reasons for the
delay in the hearings on the
Georgetown ban. They includv
the high cost of implementing the
program in the large Georgetown
area and that the police wiII have
additional problems in enforcing
the regulations.

tuition to $400 and plough till'
mouev into financral aid programs
has b~en dropped \i nve Fr. Kl'Ill·;'
has set an upper limit of
$350 for a tuition increase.

"The increase In co<;(s to the
student will not result in any
perceptible increase in benefitv."
said Dennis \1cCarth~, Student
Bodv Vice President and Mam
Campus Finance Committee
(MCFC) member.

Although the plan calls for
financial aid increases to cor
respond to tu ition increase- ttll\

will actually mean a decrvave in
financial aid as tuition only cover-,
75 per cent of total costs.

The Plan was severely criucized
by Student Senator Matt 1\Ie·
Carthy and member of MCFC. as
being "a continuation of previous
years budgets Without any at
tempt at attacking the crucial
problems that face Georgetown."
McCarthy went on to say that
"throwing money at a problem IS
no solution. For instance, a 9 per
cent faculty salary increase doe,
not mean better faculty. MOT!'

constructive efforts at evaluatmg
the priorities must be made."

Other areas that drew Me
Carthy's fire were the allocation
to the library which would only
help maintain it at present levels.
and the overreliance on Mandate
81 inspite of its allegedly poor
overall performance so far.
Mandate 81, though performing
well in raising money overall. IS

still below goals for building funds
and for financial aid.

Other criticism was leveled at
the fact that despite an expected
increase in future years, no
measures were being taken to
examine the long range effects of
such rising costs.

against the parking ban.
• GU students renting in

Georgetown must be regarded as
residents.

• Students living on campus
must be treated as residents either
of Georgetown or of the Burleith
area in the case of Darnell-St.
Mary's residents.

• The impact study now being
conducted by the office or' Phy
sical Plant and Planning must
show that the ban would not
force faculty and staff members
to park on campus, thus hurting

by Shcrille Ismail
Academic Vice President the

Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, SJ, will
send a budget proposal which calls
for a $.150 tuition increase, a ~
per cent faculty salary increase. a
10 per cent increase in library
funds and stabilized enrollment to
University President the Rev. R.,J.
Henle. S.J.

Final decision will be made on
December 12th at a meeting of
the Board of Directors. after
review by Fr. Henle and his
Budget Advisory Group and the
financial committee of the Board.
Veteran student leaders believe
the Board will approve the tuition
and salary hikes.

An earlier plan to increase

Budget Plan Calls For
$350 Tuition Increase

by John Clyde
The DC Highways and Traffic

Department has postponed in
definitely public hearings on the
proposed non-resident parking re
strictions in Georgetown.

Student Body leaders said they
believe this is an effort to avoid
temporarily the political and eco
nomic problems of implementing
the policy in the Georgetown
area.

This action !>Ives student
government leaders, University
administrators and commuters ad
ditional time to develop plans to
defeat or amend the proposals.

While the student government
expects to maintain an active
position in fighting the bans, the
administration is expected to limit
its role to behind the scenes
support for student initiatives,
reliable Student Government
sources said.

The proposal. strongly sup
ported by the Citizens Association
of Georgetown, would cut parking
by non-Georgetown residents to
two hours at anyone time on the
area streets. Only Georgetown
residents would be able to pur
chase a residency parki ng sticker,
at a cost of five dollars.

Student government leaders are
preparing their analysis of the
legality and the impact of the
parking restrictions for a meeting
with District traffic authorities.
According to Student Body Presi
dent Dave Ralston, Student Gov
ernment has specific criteria that
must be met to avoid court action

Student leaders are calling for plans to begin for another housing
proiect outside the main gate.

~ Parking Ban Delayed
GU to Fight Proposal

be made to Vice President for
Adrr.inistrative Affairs Daniel
Altobello and Vice President for
Planning and Physical Plant Wil
Iiam Miller.

Altobello said he was in favor
of additional housing, but had
advised Ralston to go through the
proper channels by persuading Dr.
Rueckel to submit a request.

Stressing that planning will be
"a very arduous and time con
suming process," he added that
before the approval of the DC
Zoning Board can be sought, a
study of the kind of structure to
be built, financial feasibility and
the approval of the Board of
Directors will be necessary.

University Architect Dean
Price said that procurement of
funds for the project would be a
major area of concern. He added
that in addition to private funds
the University could make use of
college housing programs offered
by federal agencies, but cau
tioned, "We will have to build as
economically as possible."

Price also said that an unfavor
able court decision toward the
Master Plan would be a setback.

University plans for the Annex
2 site will need the approval of
the National Capitol Planning
Commission, the DC Fine Arts
Commission, and the Board of
Zoning and Adjustment.

Inside this issue-
A magazine published by GU students focusing on issues in

international relations. ~

This week-post.Franco Spain, the new US Third World policy,
England's sputtering economy, the Panama Canal debate and
transnationals in Honduras.

AnnexTwoDiscussed
As New Housing Site

The Georgetown

International News

bv Gret; Kitsock
As the Darnall-Reiss town

houses under construction begin
to resemble a campus dorm,
Uruversitv officials are thinking
about a 'new townhouse complex
on the Annex 2 site outside the
Healv gates.

The fate of the row houses for
nearly 350 students. a part of the
University's Master Plan, will be
decided by till' District Court of
Appeals November 13.

The Georgetown Citizens As
<ociation filed suit against the
plan. even though it was approved
by the DC Zoning Board.

Citing the delays involved in
getting clearance from the Board
and other city organizations, Stu
dent Body President Dave Ralston
urged that planning begin as soon
as possible. Vice President for
Student Development Patricia
Rueckel , however, said she felt
the formation of a planning
committee should wait until a
preliminary study, now underway,
is finished.

"I think we definitely need
• additional housing, but first we

have to justify the need to the
University community," Rueckel
said.

She added that upon comple
tion of the study by December
Ist, an official request for the
planning of the new residence will



Shoplifting at Audio Vittles
May Force Price Increases

8}\ x 14

fifteen per cent above cost, Mosca
said, adding that the Corp funnels
the profits from Audio Vittles
into less lucrative services. Mosca
warned that continued shoplifting
might compel a cutback in current
services or postpone new enter
prises the Corporation is planning.

"Once students become aware
of the realities of out situation a
businessmen, we hope this reali
zation will alleviate the problem,"
Mosac said.

In another Corporation
development, Executive Vice
President Sal Massaro (SBA'76)
announced that the organization
was taking applications for almost
all of the Corp's top positions.

The number one slot, two
senior vice-Presidents, the Trea
surer and Secretary, and four
division heads, currently held by
seniors must be filled before
Thanksgiving. A number of other
spots will come up during the
second semester.

and Automatic Sorting

COPIES

ber, the food and record store
would have made a profit of "at
least $320," Mosca said. Adding
the anticipated profit figure to the
loss total of $1168, the Corp lost
nearly $1500 to shoplifting, or a
little less than $70 a dav.

Among the measures the Corp
has taken to cut shoplifting are
the installation of a turnstile,
which forces students to leave by
a single exit.

Mirrors will also be put up, and
cashier seats raised to eye level so,
store workers can keep a closer
eye on customers.

Mosca also said that the Corpo
ration had taken one student
before a campus judicial Board as
part of a hardline policy against
shoplifters. He was convicted of
shoplifting and fined $25.

The treasurer added that if this
did not lead to a drop in stealing,
the Corporation would be forced
"to prosecute to the fullest extent
of the law."

The store sells goods at a price
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Fr. Carron will take into consi
deration when he makes his
decision that by choosing the
Graduate School's candidate, the
undergraduate student will be
unrepresented."

While the last University-wide
Presidential search committee had
only one student representative,
the Board of Directors has placed
three students on the twelve
member panel this time. In
addition to the Main Campus, two
students win be chosen from both
the Law Center and Medical·
Dental Center

Termpapers, Manuscripts
Dissertations

Medical and Legal
Research Papers

Theses

State Zip _

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

Address
City _

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

-------------------------------------------------------~Name _

their November 9th meeting. If
accepted, the student will be
recommended to the Board of
Directors' Chairman the Rev.
Malcolm Carron, SJ.

After the nominations are
made, "Fr. Carron will have to
decide whether the committee
member will represent the under
graduate or graduate student
body," Lhota said.

Student Body Vice-President
Dennis McCarthy did admit "Fr.
Carron could pick the graduate
school candidate (over Ralston's
choice), but I doubt it. I'm sure

EARN UP TO $1800 a school year
or more posting educational litera
ture on campus in spare time. Send
name, address, phone, school and
references to: Nationwide CoUege
Marketing Servicesl}nc., P.O. Box
1384, Ann Arbor!. Michigan 48106.
Can (313) 662-17/0.
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Hewlett-Packard Financial

by Ted J. Sudol
Undergraduates may not have a

representative on the committee
that will search for a replacement
for retiring University President
the Rev. Robert J. Henle, SJ,
according to an informed student
body official.

Student Senator Joe Lhota
(SBA '76) will head a special
four-member panel which will
review undergraduate candidates
who want to be on the search
committee. He said the Main
Campus student representative on
the University's Presidential
Search Committee might be a
graduate student. Ann Marini,
President of the Graduate Student
Organization, and undergraduate
Student Body President Dave
Ralston each will nominate one
student to the search group.

The Student Booy President
discounted the possibility of the
Board picking a grad student.
"We're the group that has a
one-to-one relationship with the
Board. I think we had a lot to do
with the fact that there are more
than three students. I would raise
one Hell of a stink if the
undergraduate nominee wasn't ap
pointed.

Lhota said that he had decided
to organize the advisory commit
tee which will recommend five
undergraduates' names to Ralston.
The president then will choose
one student and send the name to
the Senate for confirmation at

by Murph Dibenedetto
Student Corporation officials

have instituted new security
measures in Audio Vittles to
prevent shoplifting which they
believe is a major factor for the
$1500 loss the co-op has sustained
in September.

If there is no significant de
crease in the thievery by Nov. 15,
the store may be forced to hike
prices by as much as ten per cent,
according to Students of George-

,t' town Inc., Treasurer John Mosca
Losses from shoplifting may force a price hike at the food and record (SBA'76)
co-op Audio-Vittlp.,,_ During the month of Septem-

Search Panel Might Lack
Undergrad Representative

Calculator (HP-80)

Complete with charges, instruction manual,
and carrying case.

Price when new $395.

Complete with charger, instruction manual, and
carrying case. Price when new $395. One year old.

Available immediately for $195. Call 625-4763
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Egypt Ambassador Behind
Proposed Sadat Degree

"By turning away from the
Soviet Union, by reestablishing
diplomatic relations with the
United States, by inviting the US
in to clear the Suez Canal, by
opening up the economy of Egypt
to private enterprise, by seeking
peace with Israel," Krogh said,
"Sadat has made it possible for
the US to resume dynamic and
productive relations with Egypt,
and by example, with all Arab
countries."

"Sadat is owed an expression
of gratitude from the United
States." Krogh went on to say
that "it behooves the US·its
government and its leading institu
tions-to recognize Sadat."

Among the special features in
this year's YDB, "are color
photography, strong art work, and
a magazine section examining
various facets of student life at
Georgetown," Bates said.

One stafr member said that "a
lot of us had experience on
campus newspapers and we
wanted to try to capture George
town life: to preserve and explain
it, as we believe we saw it.

"I would like to think that
people will like it now. But what I
really want is that people will be
able to use it thirty years from
now to remember and understand
Georgetown," he said.

Egypt has come here to the US to
ask for aid," the SFS Dean said.

Egypt did pledge a $50,000
contribution for the Arab Insti
tute, which Dean Krogh reports
has been received. Other possible
contributors that emerged from
his Near East Trip are Kuwait,
Qatar and possible Saudi Arabia.

Krogh justified his proposal in
a memo on September 26, 1975.
"Egypt is still regarded as the
leading Arab country." Sadat "is
the leading statesman of the Arab
world." Moreover, "Sadat had
literally and almost single
handedly opened a new era in
Egyptian-American relations."

The 1974-1975 Ye Domesday
Book, the undergraduate year
book, will be distributed Wednes
day, according to the edition's
editor-in-chief, Bob Bates (C'75).

The yearbook has traditionally
been given out during the first
week of school in the fall
semester, rather than at the end of
the spring semester because of
decreased printing costs during
the summer.

Bates said that the major
reason behind the late publication
date was "to insure a high quality
for the book." Bates pointed out
that the edition had been entered
into a national competition bv the
publishers.

'75 Yearbook Debut
Features Strong Art

by Chris Ringwald
The controversial decision to

offer Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat an honorary degree was
made in response to a request by
Egypt's Ambassador to the United
States "that Georgetown consider
awarding an honorary degree to
President Anwar Sadat when he
visits Washington at the end of
October."

Sadat declined to accept the
degree, however. Egyptian sources
said that the Arab leader would
have no time to receive the honor,
because his schedule was too
tight.

Egyptian Ambassador Ashraf
Ghorbal first suggested the idea
last year before Sadat's 1974 visit
was cancelled. University Presi
dent the Rev. R.J. Henle, SJ,
explained that honorary degrees
traditionally are awarded only
on-campus, which requires more
of the recipient's time, adding "I
have no real reaction. If he
doesn't have time, he simply can't
do it."

Krogh defended his decision to
recommend the honor for Sadat.
He also denied that it was related
to either fund raising efforts for
the Middle East Studies Institute,
or to any alleged desire to be an
American Ambassador to Egypt.

"Innuendoes are being made
that this degree is another effort
to encourage Egyptian contribu
tions for the Arab Institute. If
that was the case we'd approach a
nation that has money to give.

there is no minority faculty
member or administrator placed
on the group.

Elston said he does not foresee
the appointment of a minority
student. He called this "a reflec
tion of the lack of sincere
concern" for minority problems
which characterizes the University
administration.

University President the Rev.
R.J. Henle, SJ, has yet to respond
to the proposal. Student Body
Vice-President Dennis McCarthy,
said the proposal had several
possible drawbacks. He quest-

(Continued on p.5)
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Egyptian President, Anwar Sadat declined an honorary Georgetown
degree while he was here in Washington visiting President Ford.
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by Will Smith
Citing the need for greater

involvement of minority students
in University affairs, Black Stu
dent Alliance Chairman Gerald
Elston (C'76), has asked that a
member of the BSA be put on the
Presidential Search Committee.

The proposal also suggested
that a minority student sit on all
departmental search committees if

Life is precious ...
give it a chance

Birth right
526·3333

Atternanves to abortion

BSA Seeks Panel Spot
To Find New President
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Cline resigned his post in the State Department,

objecting to the mishandling of intelligence infor
mation by the State, especially Henry Kissinger.

former AP writer

Seminar on News
with

FRANK CAREY
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demonstrators from this 1968 scene in

government an objective view of the
world situation, which is essential to
the nation's safety and diplomacy.

As expressly stated in it's charter
drawn in the aftermath of the Pearl
Harbor disastor, the agency's activity
is limited to foreign countries and
the agency has no police jurisdiction
within the confines of the US
borders.

However, late in the Johnson era
and during President Nixon's ad
ministration the CIA was pressured
by various White House forces to
involve their operations in domestic
affairs.

Cline recalls that under pressure
from the White House, the CIA was
asked to commit 25 to 30 employees

to join the ranks of anti-war
demonstrators to determine their
political backgrounds. Also at this
time, the CIA became involved with
compiling dossiers with the aid of
the FBI and the White House, on
various individuals who had publicly
supported anti-Vietnam sentiments.

Soon, though, the illegal domestic
efforts of the CIA proved of little
worth, as US student demonstrators
were cleared of any Communist
party invovlement.

Another turning point in the fall
of the CIA came when the input and
decisions of US foreign policy fell
into the hands of Henry Kissinger,
who assumed ultimate decision
making power, while Nixon fretted
over Watergate.

It is Cline's belief that Kissinger
carried the Nixonian obsession with
secrecy too far into his foreign affairs
dealings, which Cline blames for the
vast frustration and isolation of all
the departments and agencies dealing
with the CIA, State Department, and
the National Security Council.

The NSC, used in previous ad
ministrations as a buffer between the
State and Defense departments, fell
into obscurity. as Kissinger assumed
the dual role of Secretary of State
and Assistant to the President in
National Security Affairs.

Cline advocates a policy of
re-instating the NSC to its former
position of collating and organizing
the presentation of essential informa
tion and views to the President, who
should make the ultimate foreign
policy decisions.

•

Is it pOSsfble that one" orthe -;~ar
Georgetown was a C.I.A. agent?

peace, by Sadat's attack upon Israel,
of which they were informed.

Cline strongly objects to the
absence of any type of documents
citing conversations between White
House officials and senior Soviet
officials. Cline feels that if such
information had been provided, the
naive negotiations which followed
with the Soviet Union could have
been avoided.

By October 5 of the same year
Cline and his staff had concluded
that hostilities between the Arabs
and Israelis were immenient. Cline
drafted a memorandum for the
Secretary stating this conclusive
information, however, the personal
staff of the Secretary did not wish to

disturb him as it was eight or nine
o'clock at night. The war com
menced that evening, and although
Intelligence at the State Department
was informed, the Secretary of the
State was not aware of the conslusive
news.

Cline views the CIA problem in
his article entitled "Policy Without
Intelligence," published in Foriegn
Policy magazine, in which he stresses
the importance of a sophisticated
intelligence system of analysis and
reporting as the backbone of foreign
policy decisions.

He finds that the theatrics of
Henry Kissinger's brand of diplo
macy, although effective in directing
attention away from Nixon's Water
gate mess, are not substantial to
maintain effective foreign policy
aims and objectives in Cline's sug
gested remedy is to forgo the
advantages of secret deliberations at
the upper echelons in favor of
informing the key staffs, instilling a
sense of participation and purpose in
all segments of the beaucracy.

According to Cline "the essence
of diplomacy is calculated ambigui
ty. If so, the essence of staff analysis
and intelligence reporting is absolute
precision of perception and descrip
tion." The intelligence-oriented area
of our bureaucracy must give our

8:00

the mishandling of intelligence in
formation by the State, especially
Henry Kissinger, concerning the
possibility of Arab-Israli hostilities in
1973.

In May of that year Cline received
a National Intelligence Estimate,
which concluded that there existed
serious danger of war. Chances in the
immediate future of war were de
creasing, however, but would increase
if Egypt did not get political results
during the summer.

Cline personally passed this state
ment to The Secretary of State,
Henry Kissinger, pointing out that
risks of Arab-Israeli battles were more
imminent than stated. Cline recalled
that, "if no political solution of the

Arab-Israeli impasse occures, the
resumption of hostilities by autumn
will become a better than even bet."

During this period of increased
detente treaties with the Soviet
Union, the US was not informed by
the Soviets, although technically
obligated to tell the US of threats on

Thursday Night
HEALY J04

Ray Cline
former State Department

bureau chiefand a
Georgetown administrator

speaks on the C.I.A.
by Diane Burkin

The abrupt finale of the Nixon
Administration last summer, and the
subsequent revelations of the entire
Watergate affair brought to light
severe imbalances in foreign policy
decision-making within the executive
sector.

Dr.. Ray S. Cline, Executive
Director of Studies at Georgetown's
Center for Strategic and Interna
tional Studies attributes much of the
malfunction of the executive office
to a lack of communication, and
therefore, effectiveness between the
various agencies and departments
which provide necessary data and
analysis for top executive decisions.

As Director of Intelligence and
Research at the State Department
from 1969 through 1973, Cline was
able to observe the improper activity
that befell the Central Intelligence
Agency, as the Nixonian paranoia
increased.

Cline joined CSIS after 30 years
of intelligence work with both the
CIA and The State Department.
Throughout his career with the
latter,

Cline has viewed the successes and
failures of US intelligence from the
inside.

In 1973 Cline resigned his post in
the State Department, objecting to
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GU Students Petition
To Change Legal Age

The Consumer Attairs Committee ot the City
Council unanimously approved Councilman John A.
Wilson's bill lowering the legal age to 18 on October
22 and has sent it to the Committee of the Whole
for final approval or modification. A final vote on
the measure will come at the November 4 meeting,
PlRG leaders said.

A uniform majority age would eliminate
inconsistencies existing in the liquor laws, registra
tion requirements for business and occupations, and
unequal age requirements based on a person's sex.

The new bill, if approved by the Council, would
end discrimination against young people in areas
like apartment rentals, mortgages for homes, and
loans for cars.

A petition with forty-five hundred student
signatures, including 1500 from Georgetown,
favoring changing the age of majority in the District
from 21 to 18 was given to the City Council by the
D.C. Public Interest Research Group (PIRG).

The signatures were collected by PIRG groups at
American, Catholic, Georgetown, and George
Washington Universities during the October 13-17
petition drive.

William Robertson, a member of the District
Corporation Counsel's office, questioned the bill's
language.

"It is not a very clearly drawn-up bill. We think it
needs clarifying. The measure should spell out
exactly what they want changed," he said.
Robinson has called on the Consumer Affairs
Committee to reconsider its favorable evaluation.

GU PIRG Chairman Peter Herbst called Robert
son's stance a "stall for time," since "a substantial
amount of Mayor Washington's 1974 mayoral
campaign contributions came from landlords,
realtors, and bankers, those persons with a vested
interest in maintaining housing discrimination
against students between 18 and 21."

Randy Swisher, Research Director for PIRG,
agreed with Herbst's assertion and pointed out that
the bill was introduced early in the summer, but the
~proration Counsel said nothing until now.

~!!!!!!!

mittment to include minority
students in Georgetown affairs
would add "credibility" to the
selection process, Elston said.

Elston perceived lack of con
cern which he sees as the reason
minority students have not taken
a more active interest in the
University.

Elston has challenged adminis
trators "who have the authority
and power to develop George
town's committment to minority
students and the increase in
minority faculty' and adminis
trators."

BSA leader Gerald Elston (C'76) has called for a minority student to be
appointed to the Search Committee for Fr. Henle's successor.

(continued from page 3)
ioned whether a student from
special interest group could re
present the views of the student
body at large, and called this
essential to fulfilling the task.

The BSA leader believes the
new President should be "sensitive
to the need of minority students
and committed to increasing the
number of minority faculty
members and administrators in
keeping with the University's
professed committment to its
Affirmative Action Program.

Appointing a BSA member
would show the University's com-

McCarthy Sees Flaw
In BSA Head's Move

by Jill Kastanek
Calling the CIA "the President's ace in the hole,"

co-author of The CIA and The Cult of Intelligence,
John Marks blasted the Intelligence Organization in
a 45 minute infonnal session sponsored by the GU
Students Against Imperialism Tuesday night.

"The President doesn't have to go to Congress to
get things done," said Marks, whose book was the
subject of a highly controversal, court ordered
censorship.

He stated that the CIA is "a schizophrenic
organization" consisting of two parts, one technical
and the other, clandestine services. "Their objective
is to interfere in the internal affairs of foreign
countries."

Marks said that he believes that the American
people are naive about the activities of the
organization. "Five Presidents within the last 25
years have lied for the CIA," he argued, citing
President Ford's alleged cover-up of CIA activities in
the Portugese coup as a recent example.

"No criminal act known to man has not been
used sometime by the CIA," Marks said. He related
a alleged CIA plot to bomb churches in Ecuador and
to place the blame on leftist groups.

According to Marks, this plot was so "successful"
that it caused a military overthrow of the
government, which was not included in the CIA
plans. Marks concluded from this episode "that you
don't know what the result will be in covert
operations".

"The US would be in a better position without
the CIA" said Marks, "since it is subverting our own
system of govemment." Asked if the CIA provides a
"good counterbalance to the covert activities of
other countries", Marks emphatically replied no,
that "we have no right to harass self-supporting
governments."

Marks said that the actions of the CIA have
widened the credibility gap between American
citizens and their government and that. people are
developing a "post-Watergate morality".

MarksScoresCIA
On Criminal Acts

featuring 9:00-1:00
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John Mosca
Treasurer
Students of Georgetown, Inc,

lostlum
As most people know, Students of Georgetown, Incorporated is a

non-profit, student run corporation whose goal is to provide goods and
services to the university community at the least possible cost. Over the
summer we expanded and reorganized the store to better accommodate
the needs of the campus community. As expected, sales increased
because of the improvements made. At the same time. however, there
has been an unexpected and unusual rise in shoplifting. The store
operated for twenty-two days in september and showed a net loss of
$1,186.68 due to pilferage. Continued shoplifting could eventually
result not only in a rise in prices but also in the permanent closing of
the store.

The problem of shoplifting is not new. Last year we suffered some
loses but were able to absorb this
inventory shrinkage because it was
considerably less than the present
theft rate. Because of the unusual
level of shoplifting and increase in
other fixed operating costs, we
can no longer afford shoplifting of
any kind or degree. Accordingly,
we have taken a number of steps
to eliminate the problem. We
want to make you, the public,
aware of this problem and how we
are correcting it.

First, the official store policy
has recently been formalized: All
shoplifters will be prosecuted to
the fullest extent of the law.

Second, we have designated
one doorway in the store as the
only entrance and the other
doorway as the only exit. All
individuals who enter the store

must leave by way of the cashier. Those who enter the store but decide
not to make a purchase must also leave by way of the cashier.

Additionally, no books, knapsacks, packages or eating are allowed in
the store. A manager will be on duty at all times and will confront any
individual who ignores these rules or leaves the store without paying for
merchandise.

The two steps I have outlined have already been implemented. The
last two and most undesirable steps have yet to be taken; that is a 5 to
10 per cent increase in prices or a permanent closing of the store. If by
November 15 our financial statements do not indicate a significant
decrease in shoplifting, we will be forced to accept our inventory losses
as a cost of doing business and pass this added cost on to the consumer.
Assuming a rise in prices does not cover the losses, we could be forced
out of business. The officers and managers of the corporation have used
and will continue to use every resource available to correct the problem
before either raising prices or closing the store become mandatory.

Through this article and the implementation of the first two steps
we hope to eliminate the need for the unpleasant alternatives. We
cannot avoid these drastic measures without your cooperation. We ask
the st~dents, fa~ulty, administration and staff of the university to
recognize the seriousness of this problem and help us to correct it. As
our operation becomes more successful, we can provide more goods and
services at the least possible cost. Please help us to serve you better.
Thank you.

Lou Anne Bulik, Production Manager
Joanne Slaboch, Business Manager

Mary Wassenburgh, Advertising Manager
Andy Lang, Design Editor

Rev. Edward Bodnar. S.J., ModerarOl

and the millions of immigrants that come to
this country in search of a chance do not
flock to Grand Rapids, they come to New
York.

He attacks the free City University system
neglecting the fact that these people can't
afford to pay for an education. By cutting
the Free University proaram Ford is
condemning them to the vicious cycle of
ignorance and poverty they have come to
New York City to escape.

A free City University is wasteful, paying
workers a decent wage is frivolous, but
spending to prop up the Thieu regime or to
bailout Lockheed is vital to the national
interest.

Ford has told cities in trouble they can
expect no support. We wonder what ever
happened to a United States. As much as it
seems he would like to. Ford can't divorce
New York from the rest of the nation. This
may be ,I successful campaign strategy, but it
is hardly the type of conduct we expect
from a United St.ucs President, even if he
wasn't elected.

The Wilson Bill appears to be on its way
to passage. The District Corporate Council,
however, has sought to delay this process.
This group represents the vested interest
previously mentioned.

The only argument that they could
muster in opposrtron is that the bill is
unconstitutional, an argument traditionally
used by those who actually have no
argument at all.

Their only basis for opposing the bill is
that it would put an end to many years of
housing discrimination against students be
tween the ages of 18 and 20.

We urge the City Council to look beyond
the selfish and disc criminatory views of the
DC landlords and bankers. Their wants are
not in the best interest of the city. If ever
there was a time to turn them back, it is
now.

Steve Friedman. Sports tiauor
Ann Lolordo, Arts Editor

Sylvan Sobel, Asslstallt Sports Editor
P. T. Lucchesi, Photography Editor

Greg Kitsock, Copy Editor
Willie J Immermann, Office Manager

Contributing Editors
Diane Burkin~ Cathy Callahan, Ann Ford. Joe Haertel. Joe Lacerenza, Rosemarie Loffredo, Bill Mays. Jack Shea

Barry Wiegand, News Editor
Jay Rosenstein. Features Editor
Lisa Smith, ASSistant News Editor
Ted Sudol. ASSistant News Editor
Anne Hargaden, Associate Editor

President Ford has made it clear he will
veto any constructive bil1 to aid New York
City and thus force the City to default while
he and the baser clements of those west of
the Hudson righteously howl with glee. How
docs the fiscal fool in the White House
propose to deal with the default? He plans
to issue new bonds called "debt certificates"
which would be paid off out of future city
revenues, while casing the bankruptcy laws
to make default quick and painless. This has
all the sympathy of a mercy killing done with
a butcher knife. How this would change
NYC's debt situation or who would buy
these certificates after the city defaulted on
its present bondholders only a mind like
Ford's can conceive.

Ford's "straight talk" was nothing more
than inaccuracies and prejudices. It exag
gerated the facts and ignored the massive
cuts and other fiscal reforms the city has
already undertaken to try to salvage the
situation. Let us face one simple fact, Mr.
Ford: Most other cities do not face the same
challenges. The poor from all over the nation

The DC City Council will soon act on a
long overdue .ill to lower the age of
majority to o. The issues concerning the
bill itself appear to be relatively black and
white but arc grayed only by the persistant
political opposition of the landlord, banking
and business interest in the city.

The purpose of the Wilson Bill is to strike
a number of inconsisrcnacies in DC law
concerning the legal age. For example, an 18
year old can vote and purchase beer and
wine, but cannot purchase hard liquor and
sign his own lease withou t a cosigner. Also,
an 18 year old woman can get married
without the consent of her parents, but an
18 year old man can not.

Obviously. the present state of the law
takes it upon itself to institute different
standards of maturity for different actions
by the individual. There is absolutely no
defense for such a double standard.

Wayne Saitta. Editor-in-Chief
Jim Colaprico, Managing Editor

LetThem Act Their Age

Biting the Big Apple
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Unde, the Influence/Rod Kuck,o

Hey Joe, Are You Busy Tonight?
by Rod Kuckro

There have been numerous fascinating
proposals circulating about the university
concerning the selection of a new presi
dent. One is the traditional employment of
the search committee. Another view, the
use of the proverbial dart board, is
advocated by some of the more cynical
groups on campus. One not yet considered
though, and certainly a competitive
method to employ, would operate similar
to The Dating Game, one show which is
able to separate the men from the boys.
Picture the following:

"Welcome to Gaston Hall, ladies and
gentlemen of Georgetown, it's time to play
Presidential Parade! I'm Marty Walsh, S.J.,
your host. Today, we have with us three
candidates whom I'm sure you will
appreciate for their promise and ex
perience.

"But first, let's meet the young lady
asking the questions. Here she is, the swift
Potomac's lovely daughter, Jane Hoya.
Jane is studying nursing and matrimonial
arts. She is a Junior, enjoys disco music,
Rod McKuen and is into Transcendental

Meditation. She would like to be a lawyer "Hello, Jane Hoya."
for an international fashion designer. "Candidate Number Two?"

"Now Jane, let's meet the gentlemen "How you doin' Jane?"
from whom you will choose the next "Candidate Number Three?"
President of Georgetown University. "Hey, Dummy, what's happenin'."

"Candidate Number One is a former "Now that you've met our candidates,
President of the United States. He has two all I can say is good luck, Jane."
children, a golfing handicap of 16, is "Candidate Number One: As vou know
writing a book on his life, and enjoys if Georgetown is to exist in the year 2000:
electronics and telling secrets in his spare we're going to need a lot of money. I'm
time-meet Dick Nixon. not sure how much, but it's going to be a

"Candidate Number Two is a former lot more than we have now. How could
student body president. He is fond of you help to get us more money?"
working with people and money, likes to "Well Jane, I've got this friend who lives
write books on Maritime Law in his spare in the Bahamas. Now, I think if we can
time, and has been called "Golden Throat" promise him the hospital for his use, as a
since high school. Let's have a big hand for private clinic, he could be a great help. But,
Jack Leslie. to get the money-and I want this to be

"Candidate Number Three is currently perfectly clear to you-it may be necessary
the president of the University Center to set up a few face schools within the
Social Club. He considers himself an university, and I happen to have some
institution, more durable than any presi- other friends. ,. .."
dency. His hobbies include dancing, "Thank you. Number Two?"
shooting the breeze, and bottle collecting- "I would advocate a moderate course.
Raymond Medley. first examining all of the possibilities. I

"Candidates, how about saying hello to would appoint a Year 2000 Task Force.
Jane. Candidate Number one?" Then, if we realized we needed money.

~-----------.,

organize an event, like a tennis tourna
ment, to raise the needed funds. Meanwhile
we can all have a good time doing it."

"Thanks. Number Three?"
"This is what you gotta do. Start

chargin' admission to the Pub. Raise the
price of beer. Shorten the length of the
school year. It's easy. Am I right?"

"Candidate Number Two: If vou
become President, how responsive will )'OU

be to the needs of my student body?"
"I can't tell you how much, Jane, the

student body means to me. If I am chosen
by you, we will work very closely together,
I promise you."

"I can't wait. Number One, same
question?"

"I think that it is not always necessary
for me to work the way Number Two
described. I would have to consult with my
Vice-President for Student Development,
the Director of Student Affairs and an
alumni before jumping into anything."

"Number Three, Describe Number ONE
FOR ME'"

"Well, he's got this large wooden cross
with him and ... "
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by Steve Mathias
That Anwar Sadat is not

accepting the proffered degree is
wholly insignificant; if an extra
degree lying around bothers any
one I'll take it and leave early.
Neither am I concerned here with
the greater issue of justice in the
Mid-East; that's important but
pre-empted. It's pre-empted
because it presupposes a notion
that underlies all political dis
cussion and all responsible
journalism-elemental fairness.
The column occupying this space
in the last issue of The HOY A,
"That Impossible Dream" by Ivan
Katz, was an exercise in the
abnegation of that fairness.

Ivan the Terrible writes with
the objectivity one might expect
of a former president of the Hillel.
He discusses the appropriateness
of the award in one sentence
"it's sort of like giving a Nobel
Peace Prize to Josef Stalin"-then
leaps into his myriad denuncia
tions of SFS Dean Peter Krogh.
Midway through the essay Ivan
returns to the larger issues long
enough to suggest that "those are
two points of view in the Middle
East": we readers were clearly
only getting one.

After some sophmoric personal
invective, we are assured that it is

"virtually common knowledge"
that Krogh's ambitions include
Ambassador to Egypt. This is
promising: though it is by no
means "clear" that the Arab
Studies Institute was formed to
further Krogh's ambition. One
could enjoy an analysis of the
inputs into the creation of that
institution. He doesn't get it. Ivan
is on to his two damning blows:
the one-sided composition of the
Dean's Office Seminars and the
"highly irregular" nature of the
decision to award Sadat a degree.

According to the best informa
tion available, back-to-hack lec
tures by Egyptian Ambassador
Ashraf Ghotval and Israeli Am
bassador Simcha Dinitz were
sponsored by the School of
Foreign Service in 1974. Soon
after, a Dean's Office Seminar on
"prospects for peace" included
the participation of an Egyptian
diplomat and Dr. Howard Sacher
of GW, who is Jewish, and who, I
am led to believe, represented the
Israeli viewpoint. A seminar on
the Palestianians in 1975 was
conducted by a Dr. Maksud, the
envoy of the Arab League to the
U.S. I fail to see the overwhelming
evidence of Arab domination of
the forum.

The decision to offer the

degree was hardly made through
irregular of circumventive chan
nels. Krogh made a recom
mendation to the Acting President
that it be given, and the matter
has taken up by the Executive
Committee of the Board. (The
Honorary Degree Committee deals
with graduation ceremonies). This
method was used to approve
honorary degrees for the Presi
dents of Italy. the Ivory Coast,
and Germany. It is clearly not
unprecendented.

Katz concludes that "it is
impossible for someone to be a
Dean of a School of Foreign
Service, supposedly dedicated to
neutral principles of international
relations, while actively pursuing
every opportunity that affords
itself to cuddle-up to one side in
the hottest conflict in the world
today." This is clearly true. And
as clear are certain leanings to the
Arab position on the part of Peter
Krogh, as evidenced in his con
troversial letter to the Washmgton
Post, But his care, in that
instance, to dissociate the School
from his private views we find
duplicated in his general attitude
toward the situation qua Dean.
Ivan's lack of docurnantation,
factual error. and invective are
more diffucult to justify.
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A Damned Good "Devil"

Daniel Webster

Traditionally, the hour of midnight is
the time during which Satanic forces
manifest themselves to hapless man. It is an
hour to be avoided and dreaded-in all
cases but one. That is when Mask and

Bauble presents their annual Midnight
Theater production, this year a charming
rendition of The Devil and Daniel Webster.

Based on the short story by Stephen
Vincent Benet, the plot of the drama is
simple, recalling the Faustian legend of a
mortal forfeiting his soul for earthly
rewards. However, this particular soul
seller, a New Hampshire farmer named
Jabez Stone, is different. He has a notion
to try reneging on his contract, specifically
with the assistance of a clever country
lawyer.

The lawyer is himself something of a
legend, statesman and orator Daniel Web
ster. The role is presided over the way
Webster himself would have appreciated,
by a larger than life W.H. Shapland. It is his
unenviable task to contest the supernatural
pact Stone has sealed with the devil. Yet,
Shapland does it with a shrewd, collected
dominance saying "I'll take your case, for
if two New Hampshire men aren't a match
for the devil, we might as well give the
country back to the Indians."

Shapland's comfortable country com
petence would be as valuable as an ox to a
herd of anxious heifers if it wasn't for the
equally entertaining performance of Bill
Whitman as the crafty Scratch. His char
acterization, like that of Shapland's, does

The Devil
not rely upon, but rather is complemented
by the skillful use of unusually expressive
physical attributes. Coupled with a dia
bolically fine sense of character, which is
derived from God-knows-where considering

the subject of the portrayal, Whitman
conjures a formidable challenge to Web
ster's defense of Stone.

Both Webster and Scratch enhance each
other's character with their ability to
powerfully thwart the other's total success.

However, even the engrossing one
upmanship practiced by the opposing duo
cannot compensate for the lifeless opening
segment of the show. It depicts Jabez
Stone's (Jim Cowles) confrontation with
his wife, Mary (Helen Dejar) concerning
the events that will possibly unfold that
evening. What the director (John R.
O'Connell) seems to have overlooked is
that what will likely occur is the death and
damnation of Jabez's soul. The cooly
distant, monotone murmurings of the
husband and wife would give one the
impression that the only imminent crisis is
that of who will put out the cat.
Thankfully. Mary leaves the stage at her
husband's urging, saving the audience from
any further displeasure.

Now the business of the play can
continue, and it does with deligbtful,
recovering results. A trial ensues over the
fate of Stone's soul with the introduction
of an eerily wonderful and evocative jury,
clerk and jurist comprised of some of the
more deceased members of colonial his-

Jubilee Celebrates
Great White Way

ThECAMpUS CiNEMA

scope, from there the numbers
with the most promise can be
strengthened and the rest simply
tabled.

For those who will settle for
bits and pieces of song and dance
"A Musical Jubilee" will suffice,
for those of you who can't, take
the next train to the big apple and
head for the Great White Way.

satiric play on the Phanton of
the Opera. The music is com
posed by Paul Williams, who also
appears in the film. A horror
comedy. Rated PG, 92 minutes.

The Other (J 972)
Saturday, 8:00 p.m.

Satisfactory adaptation of the
Tom Tryon novel. Directed by
Robert Mulligan, the film stars
Uta Hagen, Diana Muldaus and
the innocent Udvarnoky twins,
Chris and Martin, in their sue
cessful film debut. The tale is of
one child's possession by his
dead brother's spirit. Rated R,
100 minutes.-RK

Don't Look Now (1974) &
Phantom of Paradise (1974)
Fridny and Suntiay, 8:00 p.m.

Directed masterfully by
Nicholas Roeg, Don't Look Now
is a finely tuned tale of the
supernatural, rich in disquieting
images. Starring Julie Christie
and Donald Sutherland, the
movie seems to sense the threat
ening power of the human
psyche. A must see for fans of
the horror movie. Rated R, 110
minutes.

This one's a lemon, folks, but
it's J!izarrely interestinc. Direc
tor Brian de Palma comblnes the
sinister and the seDl&tionai in his

coupled with an exceptional cast.
All it needs is direction. There
exists within the show numbers
which stand on their own, others
which need a good workout. The
choreography should be expanded
to include at least two or three
sketches comparable to the
routines in West Side Story, Guys
and Dolls and Music Man. The
revue should be minimized in

: . I
"A Musical Jubilee" starr~n'LJoh,!Raitt celebrates distinctive American
contribution to the musical comedy.

nate both rhythm and motion for
a rip roaring, toe tapping spec
tacular "How Jazz Was Born."
This number is in my estimation
the most representative of the
musical comedy which combines
the two essential elements of a
good musical-song and dance. A
Musical Jubillee needs a few more
of these to represent fairly Amen
ca's contribution to musical com
edy.

The most creative number in
the show, "The Green Eye of the
Little Yellow God," features Dick
Shawn on the Vaudeville stage
orating a dramatic piece describ
ing the fictional town of Cock
mondoo. He is constantly and
hilariously interrupted by two
rather "proper" British soldiers.
Here Cyril Ritchard resembles a
Great Walrus with broom-like
moustache.

The next era typifies "The
Smart Set": white tuxedos, cham
pagne glasses, cigarette holders,
potted palms and a white and
silver baby grand. The numbers in
this section didn't overly impress
me, except for Gershwin's'''Bidin'
My Time," and Cole Porter's
"Primitive Man."

The final repertoire was a real
letdown. The Great White Way,
the permanent residence of the
musical comedy,cannotbe tteated
lightly. This section held some of
the best music in the show, all of
which was performed with none
of the profellionaliam 8Rd sparkle
due it.

The show bas prOmile. spice
and enthUlialm .. Ita .we

slow sketch with "Tipperary."
Hands thrust deep into her pea
coat, Miss Grimes rendition is
both spirited and impish.

Perhaps the funniest number in
the show, Dick Shawn and Cyril
Ritchard portray two French
sailors looking high and low for
"Mademoiselle From Annen
tieres." A combination of slap
stick and burlesque provide just
the right touch. Patrice Munsel
delivers a strong vibrato in the
World War I favorite "Over
There."

If the producers really want to
make a go of it on the Great
White Way, they should seriously
consider eliminating or greatly
reducing the next three eras
represented: Old Vienna, Britain,
American Operetta. Old Vienna
and Britain are in no specific way
connected with American con
tribution to musical comedy. I
came to the conclusion the
sketches were written to accom
modate Cyril Ritchard's comic
fancy or provide opportunities for
romantic duo between Mr. Raitt
and Miss Muosel. The best num
bers included a black sequined
Tammy trailing a red boa singing
and vibrating in "Shimmy" and a
melancholic Muosel crooning the
Hammerstein, Kern ballad "Why
WuI Born."

The second act shines with
promise and provides the first
lPark of originality and vigor. The
glitter and laiety of the speak
euy flows like Uquor from a Itlll
ill the atetcb devoted to Jazz.
t.ay Kert aDd COIDJlUY 000ftli-

by Ann LoLordo
A picture book of America's

contribution to the musical com
edy unfolds on the stage of the
Kennedy Center's Opera House
with the world premiere of the
Theatre Guild's A Musical Jubilee.
Thumbing through this anthology
of music and song, tunes stem
ming from the wild and wooly
days on the frontier to the
rat-a-tat-tat- of George M. Cohan
jump out at you.

No musical comedy revue
could be, without an extremely
versatile leading man. John Raitt
fits the bill exactly. Mr. Raitt has
dazzled audiences as Billy Bigelow
from Carousel, Curly in Oklahoma
and Sid Sorokin in Pajama Game.
The cast continues to abound
with star-studded talent: a be
guiling Patrice Munsel, a devilish
Tammy Grimes, the comical Dick
Shawn, the witty Cyril Ritchard
the versatile Larry Kert and
graceful Lillian Gish.

The revue covers a variety of
time slots, beginning with the
West: calico clad ladies, homespun
fires and ten gallon hats. The
rugged frontier days are charac
terized by four knee slapping
numbers, the highlight of which
was "Skip To My Lou". Miss
Munsel and Mr. Kert partake in a
rollicking virginia wheel, and do
si-do..

Straitht from the cays of card
carryinc and IUD toting soldlers,
the American mlDtary is next in
the Une-up. A.".,.rtng Tammy
Grimes eoftIeCI fIom heed to toe
III DaY)' Wue ....te.. this IUber
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US shifts course ·at UN

Domestic battle on aid
to developing countries

Algerian foreign minister Abdelaziz Bouteflika:
"Any concession will only result from
prolonged struggle."

••

Third World
receptive to
US initiatives

and even some OPEC countries have been
hit very hard by the world-wide economic
slump. They may be willing to settle for
v~ry limited concessions from the devel
oped countries if they can get them right
away.

Indeed, critics have assailed the new US
position on the grounds that it seeks to
exploit current LDC weakness, oUering
temporary palliatives and rhetoric instead
of real change. The US hopes that the
Non-Aligned bloc will be unable to sustain
a common front much longer, critics
charge. If OPEC can be detached from the
other countries and dealt with separately.
the rest of the Third World will be left
without an effective bargaining lever and its
grievances need not seriously be con
sidered. Roger Hansen, Senior Fellow at
the Brookings Institution, voiced the
suspicion that the above may well be
occurring even now, and attributed the
cooperative and moderate tone of the
Third World at the Special Session to their

LDCs hit hard

However, some observers feel that the
bloc of Non-Aligned nations will be unable
to sustain a long, hard bargaining process
with the developed countries. Many LDCs

t
$

·L

Monetary Fund program of $10 billion for
developing countries to stabilize export
earnings. Other investment institutions
were suggested to give LDCs access to
Western and OPEC capital. Kissinger
declared that the US is "prepared to hold a
major share" of world food reserves and
promised assured access to the food stocks
for participating countries.

On the surface, Kissinger's compre
hensive, multilateral approach to develop
ment and trade problems was conciliatory
and responsive to salient Third World
concerns. However, Kissinger envisions a
"reciprocal exchange of concessions." He
offered to surrender the much-discussed
American "food weapon" to assured
access, but he also called for a trading
system in which "no nation, developed or
developing, arbitrarily witholds or inter
feres with normal experts of materials,"
thereby assuring US access to oil and raw
materials.

However, it is expected that such
concessions can be won from the OPEC
nations only after much hard bargaining.
Their strong position on "the sovereign and
inalienable rights of our peoples to the
ownership of their natural resources" does
not augur well for any surrender of
sovereignty even as limited as the assured
access sought by Kissinger. dire economic straits and inability to

Algerian Foreign Minister Abdelaziz engage in confrontation politics with the
Bouteflika, chairman of the Special West under such circumstances.
Session, warned that if the "industrialized US intransigent
ccuntries-rentrenched in their egoism- The Seventh Special Session was reo
defend their increasingly vulnerable privi- markably free of the revolutionary rhetoric
leges ... the developing nations, who have that had characterized the previous Special
learned the value of solidarity ... would Session and UNCTAD meetings. Many
have no choice other than to adopt the observers gave credit for the positive,
attitude of confrontation." At the Confer- cooperative tom> of the Session to
ence of Ministers of the Non-Aligned Kissinger's speech, rather than to LDC
Countries, held one week prior to the desperation. Kissinger departed drama-
Special Session at Lima, Bouteflika warned tically from previous US intransigence and
his colleagues of the difficult bargatnfng-» complete unwillingness even to discuss the
facing them: "We are .. , aware that no complaints of the Third World. As late as
social and international order can be last April, a meeting between LDCs and the
reformed by the consent of those whose industrialized countries had broken up over
interests it protects and whose privileges it American resusal to consider any issues
guarantees. Any concession will only result other than access to oil at stable prices. As
from a ... prolonged struggle leading to a a sign of the new American attitude, those
shift in the balance of power ..." meetings have been reconvened in Paris and

are considering the full range of trade and
development issues the LDCs tried to put
on the agenda of the April meeting. By
finally agreeing to link consideration of oil
to agreement on, or at least to discussion

(Continued on page 8)

"Damn foolishness"

On Capitol Hill this will mean
extraordinary difficulty in pushing
through the substantial increases in
foreign assistance called for in
Kissinger's speech. Otto Passman
(V-La.,. chairman of the House
Foreign Economic Assistance Sub
committee, has vowed to cut IDA
contributions this year. As another
veteran Congressman remarked, "this
foreign aid is a lot of damn
foolishness and it's got to be
stopped. Truman told us when all
this started that we might eventually
have to aid sixteen countries and
that it might take as long as 5 years.
Well, that was 25 years ago and we're
into 120 countries and there's no
end in sight. We can't go on
borrowing money to give it away to
those other countries that just tum
around and ask for more." In an
election year that will tum on the
short-term economic condition of
the US, Passman and his colleagues
may be difficult to persuade.

there is little chance of implementation of
the other programs discussed at the Special
Session.

Substantive progress on the proposed
financial and development assistance insti
tutions will take time, caution State
Department observers. However, nego
tiations on some of the new institutions
have already opened, and Kissinger de
clared consensus on a World Bank erner
gency fund for balance of payments
support possible by January. If the
Less-Developed Countries (LDCs) do not
perceive sincere efforts to establish a new
framework for intemational trade and
development assistance by spring, the
LDC-dominated United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) session scheduled to open then
will be an acrimonious return to confron
tation with the Northern-tier countries,
warn State Department staffers familiar
with the problem.

Test of sincerity
"A major test of adherence of the

developed countries to the principle of
international cooperation" will be the
transfer of technology, declared the OPEC
(Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries) heads of state last March. In a
move to meet this test of sincerity,
Kissinger's speech and the resolutions
adopted by the Special Session called for
new institutions designed to facilitate the
transfer of technology.

Kissinger also called for "special treat
ment" for LDCs and a "fundamental
structural improvement" in the world
trading system in their favor. Citing the
need for economic and food security for
the LDCs, he proposed a new International

were caught with their development
strategies down and are reluctant to
commit themselves until the new
direction is clear.

Kissinger's startling reversal of
policy caught many in the US by
surprise. In March, now-US repre
sentative to the UN Daniel Moyni
han, published a sharp criticism of
the tactics of LDCs at the UN.
Kissinger himself delivered a speech
in July that strongly indicated that
the US would not be pushed around
by Third World majorities at the UN,
lest the LDCs inherit "an empty
shell. "

Preparation of the address to the
Special Session was conducted in
great secrecy. Drafts were closely
held and position papers were not
widely solicited. As an indication of
the totality of Kissinger's victory in
the bureaucratic tug-of-war to deter
mine US trade and food policy, the
speech was prepared without input
from the other key departments. As
one State Department officer put it,
"Drafts of the speech were not
circulated, even at the Secretarial
level, until the last possible minute,
and then only to the principals. This
speech came out of the State
Department and the White House."

As a result, domestic groups have
had little time to organize either
support or opposition to the new
policies. Bureaucrats around town

Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's
address to the United Nations' Seventh
Special Session on Development and
International Economic Cooperation in
September marked Q dramatic change in
American posture on relations with the
Third World and on questions of trade and
development. Events of the next six to 12
months will determine whether the speech
remains mere rhetorical posturing or
provides the basis for a new international
trade structure with more favorable terms
for developing countries.

The first test of American willingness to
implement Kissinger's proposals will be the
reaction of Congress to the State Depart
ment's requests for foreign assistance funds
this winter. The other developed countries
reacted favorably to Kissinger's suggestions
during the Special Session, but the depth

By John Coogan
and Philip Hogan

of their commitment will be measured
when the World Bank's International
Development Assistance (IDA) fund opens
its campaign for replenishment of its
resources this winter. If the substantial
increases in IDA funds proposed by
Kissinger and endorsed by the United
Nations last month do not materialize,

Access to
oil sought
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Franco era nears end

One means of taming the
terrorists would betheamendment
of a severe anti-terrorism decree
enacted by Franco.

.. Juan Carlos'
succession set;
Basque rebels,
urban guerillas
seen as factors.
By Jason Cooke

The outlook for post-Franco
Spain is one of tension and extreme
uncertainty. At this writing, General
issimo Francisco Fanco still clings to
life, having suffered numerous coro
nary seizures, complicated by influ
enza and internal bleeding.

As Franco's condition has deteri-
• orated, the Spanish government has

made arrangements for the transfer
of power to Prince Juan Carlos de

11'
'~

Generalissimo Francisco Franco
Borbon, designated by Franco as his
successor in 1969. Initial plans called
for the Regency Council, consisting
of a general, a Roman Catholic
bishop and the leader of Parliament,
to rule during the eight days between
Franco's death and the swearing-in
of the prince.

However, Carlos and the govern
ment now have agreed that the
prince will be sworn in by Parliament
immediately after Franco's death.
The change in procedure reflects
growing official concern that Fran
co's death will be followed by a
resumptio of terrorist activities by
Basque separatist and Maoist guer
illas.

Even if Franco survives, the
transfer of power may well be
completed. Disaffection with Fran
co's rule mounted just before the
82-year-old dictator became ill. Fran
co had tightened his grip on Spain in
August amid a wave of terrorism in

.- which more than 20 policemen were
shot. The, on September 27, five
terrorists were executed on Franco's
orders, triggering outrage throughout

Europe and condemnation from
Pope Paul VI. Government officials
and even members of the military
have been confirming the need for
strong civilian leadership. Finally,
Franco's doctors say if he does
survive, Franco probably will remain
an invalid, in which case the Cabinet
might be forded to begin the
laborious process of declaring Franco
incapacitated.

Franco's unique leadership

The uncertainty of the post
Franco era stems from the sudden
absence of Franco's unique leader
ship qualities which would result
from his death. Although the West
has seen Franco's reign as 36 years of
repression and fascist dictatorship,
the Spanish people see him as a
national hero. The key to Franco's
success has been the improvement of
social and economic conditions for
his people. The West has condemned
the Franco regime for the near total
absence of political freedom in
Spain, at the cost of ignoring the
regime's socio-economic progres..
This is of particular importance
because the regime's priorities have
reflected those of the people: econo
mic and social progress, at least until
recently, have been foremost in the
minds of the Spanish people.

In addition, while Franco has
monopolized power as both the head
of state and the government, power
in the post-Franco monarchy will be
more diffuse. Franco made sure that
in returning monarchy to Spain as he
had promised during the Civil War,
the monarchy and the government
would be separate entities. The
uncertainty in this arrangement lies
in the prince's attitude.

Any attempt by Juan Carlos to
appoint a reformist premier will not
be tolerated by the military com
manders who have tightened control
over their troops, making them
independent of the civilian Cabinet.
This move suggests the right-wing
military will sit back and wait for the
new ruler to make his move.

At first glance, Carlos seems in a
bind. He has vowed to continue
Spain's restricted political system.
Yet he is known to favor a phased
transition to a democratic monarchy
characterized by a greater popular
voice in the government, political
parties and increased freedom. This
contradictory dual commitment is

evidence of his plans after he
assumes power.

Carlos knows he can't liberalize
Spain quickly enough to satisfy an
increasingly militant left without
giving the military reason to step in
and set up a junta. He also recognizes
his inexperience. Just as in 1974
when he assumed temporary powers
for six weeks while Franco was
battling for his life against phlebitis,
Carlos will not take any significant
initiative.

Franco's momentum

The momentum of Franco's rule,
which should continue for six to 18
months after his death, will provide
Carlos with a suchion, an induce
ment to ride the tide. In the
meantime, reformers will press the
military to agree to the retention of
Carlos Arias as premier. Arias has
two advantages as a post-Franco
head of government. As a Franco
appointee, he is most likely to satisfy
rightist elements, while his reputa
tion as a reformer endears him to the
left. Although Franco blunted the
effects of Arias' attempted political
liberalization schemes, the premier's
politics certainly would agree with
those of the new kind.

However, just as Carlos probably
will postpone any su bstan tial

changes, Arias is not naive enough to
challenge a wary military by setting
out on a reform campaign. Thus,
Spain will remain in a holding
pattern until the Franco momentum
fades, merely delaying the inevitable
scramble for power when Carlos no
longer has the Franco magic on
which to fall back. At that time,
decisions will have to be made as to
the future of Spain's political sys
tem. The Franco auro gone, a
decision to maintain the Franconian
political repression would cause the
left to erupt, while hasty liberali
zation would bring a military coup.

A military coup could be
hastened if the Basque separatists
and urban guerillas are not con
trolled by Carlos and his new
government. One means of taming
the terrorists would be the amend
ment of the severe anti-terrorism
decree enacted by Franco in August,
as suggested by reform elements.
Reformers also think it imperative
that Carlos offer amnesty to all
political prisoners except terrorists.
The military's anxiety over the

possibility of renewed terrorist acti
vity (and its readiness to intervene in
the government) is illustrated by the
initiation of special security
measures in the major cities.

The establishment of a military
junta, however, would create prob
lems of legitmacy. Whereas Spain has
a strong monarchist tradition, giving
Carlos legitimacy, the opposite is
true of a military junta. After taking
power and restoring order, observers
say, a junta would have a hard time
handing the government back to
anyone. Thus it seems the military
would be leery of walking in and
taking over. However. as one veteran
Spain-watcher put it, "You can't lost
by underestimating the intelligence
of the Spanish right wing."

While the domestic situation in
Spain will remain uncertain for some
time, US-Spanish relations if any
thing, should benefit by the transfer
of power. At a time of internal
instability, Spain will need all the
support it can get. US bases in Spain
are expected to remain intact for this
reason. The military also has a high
stake in continued amity with the
US. Under a proposed five-year aid
package of $500 to $750 million,
Spain would receive about $15
million each year in grants and
borrow another $100 million annual-

Prince Juan Carlos de Borban
ly to get in the arms sales line at the
Pentagon.

But the Spanish government is
not that interested in the relatively
insignificant aid amounts. Instead, it
sees the hand-holding with Uncle
Sam implicit in the aid package as
giving it prestige. The last thing
Spain needs during the transition
period is to be isolated. Friendly
relations with the US also provide
Spain with indirect access to NATO.
Should Spain's domestic situation be
stabilized under Carlos, one of the
prince's highest goals, NATO mem
bership for Spain, could be achieved
with a push from the US.
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Reforms check transnationt
By Robert Rose

Honduras' Ambassador Lazarus: "We would like to make an industry out of
agriculture." Photo by Peter Motaval"

Aftermath of scandal:
a suicide and a coup

"TIlt' weak lmk 111 till' Central Arnvncan
Common Market. Honduras is Ow archr-
type of a Cr-ntral American banana
republic, with an pconomic growth rate
below fiv« per Cl'nt III rpcpnt years. It is a
small coun try. constantly 'itruggling to
keep up with Its nel~hbor<; and always
falling farther behind; It.~ polities are
frequently subject to military mtervention ,
its pconomy bows to the wishes of United
Fruit and Standard FrUlI the leading
businesses and. of course, the leading
export IS bananas." The Ass()("{a/ed Press
,1/mallac, Jurs

Without de batmg tlw accuracy of the
other statements. It may be safely said that
the onv concerninj; the unchecked econo
mil' power of till' fruit companies in
Honduras no longer holds.

Umted Frurt and Standard Fruit and
Steamship haw' mder-d bven imposmg
presences in Honduras for most of this
('{'ntury A~ the laf!w"t landowners and
pmployprs In thl~ nation of 2.7 million
people, they have' dominated banana
production and marketing. Second in
world production only to Ecuador, Hon
duras' bananas comprise clasp to fifty
percent of Its total export valUP and about
20 per cent of its GNP.

The banana scandal of last spring, In

which It was revealed that a cabinet official
received a 1.25 million dollar bribe from
United Brands, caused the Honduran
government to take a closer look at United
and Standard Fruit.

The crucial issue to be decided in the
wake of the scandal was what role the
transnational corporations were to have in
Honduras, a small. less-developed country
In great neen 01 Investment capital and
technical assistance.

When Eli 1\1. Black plunged from
his New York office window to the
street below Fehruary 3, people
wondered what could have prompted
the president and chief executrve

UNITED
BRANDS
COMPANY

In July. an advisory commission recorn
mended the nationalization of the Hon
duran properties of United Fruit owner
United Brands and Castle and Cooke,
owner of Standard Fruit. The government
announced in August that concessions
enjoyed by both companies. some of which
were scheduled to run out In the year
2000, would be terminated September 15.

In view of the circumstances, the move
IS not considered to be a particularly harsh
one. In the words of one American official.

officer of United Brands and prorrun
ent civic leader to commit suicide. As
details of the "Bananagate" scandal
unfolded 111 the press in April, It
became clear that authorization for
the payment of the $1 million-plus
bribe had come from Black.

Suspicions that Honduran Prest
dent Oswaldo Lopez Arellano was
the recipient of the bribe to lower
the banana export tax led the
reform-mmded lieutenant colonels of
the Armed Forces Supreme Council
to oust him. Colonel Juan Alberto
Melgar on April 22 became the new
head of state. promising agrarian
reforms.

On the positive Side, Ow State
Department's Paul Wackerbarth sees
the communication that existed
between the Honduran commission
investigating the scandal and the
American Securities and Exchange
Commission as "an unusual exercise
in government to government co
operation. "

"The special position they had enjoyed
(including reduced income tax and tariff
rates) clearly had been abused by United
Brands. This will put the two companies on
an equal footing with other banana
producers."

Although final details of the companies'
future roles in Honduras currently are
being worked out by negotiation, Hon
duras will be buying thousands of acres of
arable land that the companies had not
been utilizing.

Consistent with Honduras' January 11,
I ~7;) Agrarian Hl'form Law, the acuons
"an' intended to makv the land produce
more and to let the small farmers
participate in agricultural production,"
according to Dr. Roberto Lazarus, Hon
duras' ambassador to the Urntr-d States,
The reforms are seen as part of the
govornment's attempt to ease political
tensions which have arisen OVE'r the
unequal distribution of wealth and proper
ty in Honduras.

"Honduras unfortunately is an agricul
tural country ." said the ambassador m a

"We couldn't do
without invest
ment from the
United States."

- Amb. Lazarus
recent interview. "Wp han' no large
mdust.nes. so we would like to make an
mdustry out of agriculture."

Dr. Lazarus said Honduras needs help in
such a project. Technological and mone
tary assistance. currently enlisted from
such agencies as the World Bank. the
Inter-American Development Bank and the
Agency for International Development,
also is needed from the internatronal
corporations.

Bribery scandal
Speaking of the bribery scandal, Laza

rus, who ironically has held the position of
chief medical examiner for United Fruit,
said, "Mistakes have been made both ways.
The companies have taken advantage of
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lationals' powers in Honduras
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do Without mvvstrnvnt from t tu- l 'tutvd
States." ~a~ '> Ambassador La/aru-. "WI'

don't produce l'nough of our own 10

reinvest. "
The ambassador hl'lll'\I" thal I 'mu-d

Fruit and Standard Fruil Will be pn'''l'nt III

his country for ypars to cornu. and hope
that togpthl'r, tlu- comparue-, and gO\l'rn
mvnt can " ...stablish new modvl-, of
production III agriculture."

Stat... Department Desk Officer Warkvr
barth ~pps th« recent I'vl'nts In Honduras as
indicative of the trend for nauon-, to try to
gain mort' control over their own natural
resources. War kerharth said, "Honduras I~

still a good plan> to mvest ," hut added.
"Investors will have to take a good, hard
look before Jumping in ..

Though opportunitie-, for coni muvd and

BANANA EXPORTS

new foreign investment 111 Central AmPTl

can developing countru-s are <;1111 available.
corporations must n-sign thr-msr-lv« ... to till'
fact that they will not havr- what
Ambassador Lazarus calls "a frpp hand" lo
do whatpvPT thpy plpasp. "Wl' want a sharI'
of thp profits, tuo." said lhl' ambaSl>ador

---~r-~ 960 1- ~q~~:!~J~ 97~
BraZIl 4 5 I 10 I 11

Colombia 14 23 I 20 I 18

Costa Rica I 20 43 I 57 ' 67

Ecuador 190 105 98 111

puhlH'lly ('OIH'pnlll1~ ,\ml'rH''l:l Inul
tmatlona\:-. has bppn oVl'rpl.lyl'd Ih
1971 annual r"poft '>tall''>, .. \\ Ithollt
till' imagination ,mel n'~( 1'1 1"( I', (If

t1w,>P ('()rr)()ratI()~lS al1d t11l'lf \\ 1111n~

nt's,> to assump ~ornl' of till' \111l1~U,t1

nsk'> 111\'olvpd 111 ovpr:,pas 111\1',t01I'111.

tilt' treml'nd()\!,> d,'\'p!O! >fl1l'111 al ,Id

van('('~ of tilt' la'>t t\\ () <1,'( .ldl'~ 1:1

many ('ountrws ('ould !lot ha\t' t'lh"11

plan' ...
TIlt' OVl'r'>I'a~ Privati' in\",tnwill

CorporalJOIl wa,; en'atp(! III I ~ll)~l to

encourage .\rnerwan In\'t'~tn1t'llt III

less clPveloped fnl'nctly ('ountrl"'> al1d
to provldl' polttl<'al n"k llbUfall('(' for
new investment.

What do such actions mean for Amen
can investors In these Central American
developing nations') Paul Wackerbarth , the
State Department's Desk Officer for
Honduras and EI Salvador, said, "WI'
recognize the right of sovereign states to
take actions against companies in their
lands, as long as they adhere to interna
tional law." lnternational law provides for
fair, prompt and adequate compensation
in nationalizations and enables dissatisfied
investors to appeal to the World Court.

The banana companies seem to bp
taking the position that their investments
are safer where they adopt a conciliatory
altitude toward the host nation. Both the
companies and the banana nations have
demonstrated a willingness to lwgotiatp
di fferences.

On September 4, Uruted Brands trans
fprred 10,000 uncultivated ant's of land to
the Costa Ric-an government in an action
termed "partly a ,afl' and partly a
donation." United Brands' annual report to
shareholders boasts, "In vpite of the
various difficulties encountered throughout
the year, soeial programs (mcluding ...chool,
housing and health servtces I msututvd 111

the countries whore United Brand... has
operations have ber-n continued Without
mtr-rrupuon. "

The fact that the banana companies
have helped Honduras and other Central
American countries 111 the past i... not
denied by Lazarus, who points out that the
unionized employees of Uruted Fruit and
Standard Fruit are among the highest paid
in his country. In the late 1960's, the
companies pioneered the development of
disease-resistant bananas. The companies
continue to provide technical assistance to
small farmers from whom they buy
bananas for export.

It is clear that many Ce 1tral American
and indeed other developing nations in
Africa and Asia requirp the expprtise and
capital of foreign investors. "We couldn't ----1OPIC encourages investment,
sets Central American seminar

I
I
I

While many ('orporatlons are
rt'luctant to risk 1I1vestmpnt Il1

developll1g nations, LJncl(' Sam and
the governments of many such
nations sep busll1ess cooperatIOn as
condUCive to the mall1tenanc(' of
friendly relations. In fact, the l)S
government-owned Overseas Pnvate
Investment CorporatIOn (OPIC t IS

sponsonng an Investm('nt \IISSIOI1 to
Central Amenca thiS ~ovember.

"The purpose of tlw two-wppk
ffilSSlOn Will lw to acquaint 1is
(corporatIOn) exp('utlves With oppor
tunities for inwstnwnt 111 Costa R\I"a.
Nicaragua, Guatemala, El Salvador
and Honduras," accordll1g to till'
OPIe newslettPT TOPICS.

Patncla Counts, OPIC supervisor
for Latin Amencan fmancp, said,
"We work with ltwestors to structufl'
projects which limit landhold1l1gs to

~ tile amount actually put lnto produl'
~ tion and at the samp time ('ontrihut('
::i to local dpvelopmen t through thp
Q;
<i transfer of technology and the
a.
>. creatIOn of npw potpntial for px
.c
o port."
~ L_O:.:.P.:1::.C-=t=a.:..:k::.e.:;.s_t.:..:h..:.e=-.v..:,le-w-t_h_a_t_a_d_v_p_r_s_e----------------_~

Costa Rican subsidiary on April 8 filled a
13-million-dollar lawsuit against till'
government, charging that a 25 cent tax
was harmful to the company. Castle and
Cooke has been paying its 25 cent taxes
under protest, calling them "adverse to the
basic economics of the industry,"

The government of Panama, in national
izing United Brand's holdings there
decided to pay $40 million for property
the American company had catrled at $70
million book value.

Bananas are an essential part of the Honduran economy.

:!H'lr weaker partner with their powers of
Nl'alth and finance. They (the mistakes)
.in not to be made again." The three
larl(l'st banana distributors in the US
ra-Lle and Cooke (Dole), United Brands
,Cluquita) and Df'1 Monte also face
problems in other Central American na
t ions.

Pressures to hi ke the present 25-45 cent
"\porl taxes per forty pound box of
bJl1anas to a figur(' as high as one dollar p('r
flOX {'ontinue to mount. United Brand's

,',::

haw' no large
like to make an

re ."
duras needs help in
logical and rnone
tly enlisted from
World Bank, the

ment Bank and the
nal Development ,
the international
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Economic "blahs" belabor England

In economic policy, one can always
make a new beginning ifpeople
have the will to doso.

By Larry Armour
During the past two and a half years

recession and inflation have spread
throughout the free world. Because of a
rise in commodity prices spurred by the
drastic increase in Arab oil prices, the
world has suffered economically. Some of
the most severe repercussions among
developed countries have been felt in Great
Britain. With an inflation rate double that
of other European countries, and unem
ployment well over the one million mark,
England has been forced to take drastic
measures in preventing what could be total
economic collapse with dangerous political
and social implications. In an interview
with a British treasury official working in
the economic council of the British
Embassy, some of the causes, past and
present, were revealed.

1u with most of England's political and
economic issues, history plays an impor
tant part in the present situation. Since
aniving at the height of Victorian Im
perialism and the completion of the
Industrial Revolution, England steadily has
been losing economic momentum. Since
World War II, Britain's economic growth
and output consistently have been lower
than other developed countries and there
has been a constant tendency toward
inflation. This was attributed to a number
of reasons: first, Britan was far ahead of
most countries in the Industrial Revolution
and therefore has been dealing with a
mature economy which, by nature, has
lower growth rates.

Whereas in France, which had an almost
exclusively agrarian economy before the
war, post-war aid was allocated largely to
industry, lettle of Britain's share was
earmarked for industrial development or
even modernization. The resulting obsoles
cence of British industry has contributed
to lower productivity.

Trade unions
Another problem related to Britain's

economic crisis has been the very powerful
trade unions in England. Europe's largest
trade union, the Transport and General
Workers Union with over 1.5 million
members, is part of the even larger Trade
Union Congress which represents 9 million
British workers. These unions were respon
sible for Britain's ranking 5th in the world
in working days lost due to strikes.

Demands by these unions in government
run industries which comprise 50 per cent
of the total work force caused a 1,9 billion
deficit in internal spending last year which
had to be borrowed from foreign sources in
mid- and long-term loans.

Britain's insecure EEC (European
Economic Community) membership has
led to further problems with industrial
development. Investment by multinational
corporations, a large part of Britain's
overall development, has been redirected
into the economically more stable EEC
countries. The financial sacrifices which
membership in the Common Market
requires have been a major source of
disagreement between the labor unions and
the government. For example, the lowering
or abolition of import tariffs on specialized
Common Market goods has resulted in a
decrease in sales of similar domestic
products.

Since 1970, Britain's problems have
been more internal than anything else.
Always primarily an export economy,
Britain's export percentage has fallen from
141/ 2 per cent of the GNP in 1964 to 9 per
cent in 1974. On this score, Deputy to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer Edmund Dell
blamed some of Britain's recent administra
tions, in a speech October 12 in San
Francisco. "Successive governments (since
1970) have thought it right to achieve
capacity working within the economy by
expanding domestic demand rather than by
increasing export competitiveness," he
said. "This has led to an excessive
propensity to import and indeed, to our
relatively high propensity to consume
rather than invest or export our products."

25-30 percent inflation
Add all of these causes and what are the

effects'? A 25-30 per cent inflation rivaling
that of Argentina and Colombia, a rate of
industrial output which has dropped by 2
per cent since 1970 and 12 per cent since a

1973 peak. Coupled with nearly one and a
half million unemployed, a £-9 billion
deficit in domestic spending and a trade
deficit which in 1974 was running a
whopping £-3.771 million and has now
recovered to b236 million, this is frighten
ing by anyone's standard.

"Inflation is to come down from the
present level of about 27 per cent to ten
per cent by the autumn of next year and to
single figures by the end of the year,"
according to Dell. "The policy will involve
a temporary reduction in living standards
as the consequences of prices of past
inflationary wage increases make their
impact on consumers. This reduction in
living standards is the price for meeting the
inflation target," he said. "This fact has
been explained to the British people. It is
understood. It is accepted and the price
will be paid. Should there be any
significant sign of faltering in the operation

of the policy, the government has re
serve powers in draft which would make
the pay limit legally enforceable."

In April, Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Denis Healey set up his fourth budget as
follows: 1) increasing the Value Added Tax
to 25 per cent on many luxury items and
possibly the standard VAT to 14·18 per
cent 2) overall indirect tax increase of
£-1,033 million and a direct tax of £-218
million. These taxes include adding five
and a half lOp on cigarettes (lp=24), 2p on
over 20,000 ($10,000) has been and will
remain 83 per cent if earned and 98 per
cent if unearned; 3) public spending
defense, subsidies for national industries
and subsidies on food which are to lop
another b1{4 billion from the budget,

Private industry has receiveo relief to
the tune of £-100 million in subsidies in the
budget for purposes of expanding research
and development as well as creating export
production.

Also (and this is the essential point
according to all sources) the Trade Union

Convention voted by a substantial majority
in September to sustain a wage regulation
of no more than £--6 over the next 12
months which may be extended to 24. This
would mean less than a ten per cent
increase in keeping with the national
inflation goal. Included in the bill are legal
measures to reduce the frequency of
strikes.

A treasury council rested Britain's
economic hopes on two things: the
resurgence of world trade and economies
and the effectiveness of the wage regula
tion in bringing down inflation to 10 per
cent. If this doesn't occur, the results could
be disastrous.

Unfortunately, prospects of the plan
succeeding are uncertain. In 1973, Edward
Heath came up with a remarkably similar
budget and wage regulation with -1;4.81 as
the limit instead of fro. Two months later,
England was faced with a crippling gas
strike, a hospital strike and some angry
railmen. Since then, the situation obviously
has worsened.

In summary, there is hardly a consensus
on the future of the British economy.
According to Deputy to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer Dell, "As the experience of
so many countries shows, in economic
policy, one can always make a new
beginning if governments and peoples have
the will to do so. I believe that
Government and people in Britain are now
showing that desire."

On the other hand The Economist
offered a far more frightening forecast in
1973. "Under such a rate of inflation,
money is switched out of productive
investment into real estate speculation (and
bank savings rates over 13 per cent), there
is a stagnation of industry (usually
interrupted by only one-year booms as
outpu t surges up to unincreased capacity,
and new marginal demand goes largely to
imports as in 1973), a sizeable underclass is
created from the aged and among the able,
politics polarizes towards a battle between
extreme right and extreme left (which in
Britain would be won by the extreme
right), and violence begins to stalk first the
picket lines and then the streets. The
familiar first signs of all these trends-of
every frightening one of them-have
appeared since the great inflation began in
1969 ..."

With Goncalves out of the pic
ture, Premier-designate Admiral Jose
Batista de Azevedo was charged with
forming a new cabinet. Azevedo is a
leftward-leaning moderate who
commands support within the MFA's
radical and moderate factions. A
former representative to NATO, he
repeatedly has pressed for continued
Portuguese membership in that
organization and close ties between
Portugal and the West. His associa
tion with the radical navy and
support of the socialist policies of
the revolution enhance his relation
ship with the left.

Despite Azevedo's potential as a
moderating influence, his appoint
ment did not bring an end to
Portugal's difficulties. The Com
munists, in spite of their recent
setbacks, remained strong enough to

(Continued on page 8)

MFA called for the blocking of his
appointment. Pressure for his dis
missal was led by commander of the
air force General Jose Morais da Silva
and army chief of staff General
Carlos Fabio.

In a meeting of the MFA in
Tancos, in the conservative northern
region of the country, army and air
force officer assemblies over
whelmingly voted for Goncalves'
ouster. Only the navy, the most
radical branch of the military, voted
for him. Portuguese President Costa
Gomes attempted to win support for
Goncalves' appointment. However,
his appeals were unsuccessful and
Goncalves was forced to refuse the
nomination. In addition, Goncalves
and three other radicals were ex
pelled from the most influential
body in Portugal, the Revolutionary
Council.

practices. At the time of his
resignation, Goncalves was faced
with deterioration of support in the
MFA (the group of progressive
military officers who led the revolu
tion and who have held ultimate
power since), the eruption of
violence throughout northern and
central Portugal, threats of rebellion
in the Azore and Madeira Islands and
countless rumors of impending
coups.

However, his resignation did not
end the country's political oroblems.
The announcement of his resignation
was coupled with his appointment as
chief of the armed forces general
staff. From this position, Goncalves
still could exercise considerable
influence over the government and
the MFA. Reacting against Gon
calves' attempt to retain power, the
new moderate majority within the

Economic woes, unrest plague Portugal
By Gary Hayes

The resignation of pro-Com
munist General Vasco dos Santos
Goncalves September 6 from his
position as Portuguese premier
marked the end of one more chapter
in the bloody and confused history
of the Portuguese people's struggle
for freedom. Since the revolution
which overthrew dictator Oliviera
Salazar 17 months ago, the nation
has been plagued by unrest and overt
violence.

General Goncalves' resignation
came amid mounting conservative
and moderate opposition to his
government. A self-proclaimed Com
munist sympathizer and close friend
of Portuguese Communist Party
chief Alvaro Cunhal, Goncalves
favored the creation of a Communist
state modeled on Eastern European
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Canal treaty challenged

Montgomery: IILast sad chapter" still
has to be written on Southeast Asia

"The canal was

United States, on the understanding
that US control and defense of the
Panama Canal would continue for a
period of fixed duration."

Recently, the US has proposed
that it relinquish the ownership and
operation of the Canal to the
Panamanians within 25 years, but
retain the defense rights and military
presence for an undetermined length
of time.

Vehemently opposing this plan,
Panama's dictatorial president Briga
dier General Omar Torrijos is de-

manding that all US military pre
sence be removed within 25 years.
"The year 2000," he sayd, "is a
sacred number."

US Senate making waves

The Senate, whose two-thirds
vote is required to pass a treaty, is
making waves of it's own. Led by
Senator Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.),
37 Senators (enough to defeat
ratification) have signed a Senate
resolution supporting retention of
unchanged US sovereignty over the
Canal Zone. The Senate argues for
the vital economic and military
importance of the Canal for the US
and international trade, the obvious
right of the US to own, control and
defend the Canal, and the lack of a
strong Panamanian defense over the
Canal. A few Senators, howov er, do
believe that the US should rel ..iquish
the Canal. Senator Gale \IcGee
(D-Wyo.) believes that the Canal "is
no longer important to our natrorial
security as it seemed in the earlier
days of this century" and . nat It
"was never ours in terms of s.. ereign
right. "

Reso lution of the Panarn. Canal
issue seems to rest upon [our iavtors:
a friendly negotiating atmos
phere-one free from the «urren t
violent threats; a compromise hy the
US and Panama on sovereign ty and
defense rights; acceptance hy the
Panamanians of a new tro.u y In

volving some degree of US presence:
and, of course. ratification ,,1' any
new treaty by the Senate. ..\ t this
point, only one thing seems dvf'inite :
"The Senate," according to Senator
Harry Byrd (Ind.-Va.) "will refuse
to ratify any new treaty containing a
provision requiring surrender of US
sovereignty over the Panama Canal."

States, in "perpetuity," "all the
rights, power, and authority within
the Zone ... which the United
States would possess and exercise if
it were the sovereign of the territory
... " In response, the treaty was
revised in 1936 and in 1955, but
only in terms of greater economic
benefits for Panama.

The gravity of the issue has been
mounting rapidly and was high
lighted in 1964 by the bloody,
nationalistic riots against American
control of the Canal. US interest in
the situation is underscored by the
fact that the last three Presidents
have committed the US to nego
tiation of a new treaty. •never ours In
Talks renewed in 1973

In 1973, Ambassador Ellsworth terms of
Bunker was charged with renewing
talks with the Panamanian govern-
ment concerning approaches to fu- sovereign right."
ture treaty negotiations. These dis- ,

cussions produced the Statement of _ Sen. McGee
Principles in February, 1974, a
document which is being used in the
current negotiations.

Earlier this year, the US Depart
ment of State announced the US and
Panama "have agreed in principle
that the Treaty of 1903 should be
replaced by a modern treaty that
rejects the concept of perpetuity and
accomodates the sovereignty of
Panama with the interests of the

Rep. G. V. "Sonny" Montgomery

Vietnam. The Communists may
consent to an American team of
scientists to diffuse these bombs.
Montgomery also predicts that North
and South Vietnam eventually will
merge into perhaps one of the richest
nations in the world: three oil
companies discovered off-shore pe
troleum deposits in the area shortly
before South Vietnam's fall.

- Sen. Byrd

manian commission sent to par
ticipate in negotiations arrived, the
agreement already had been com
pleted. Nevertheless, the commission
promised ratification of the treaty
without ever seeing the actual text.
The threat of a Colombian attack
and urgent need for American protec
tion were too overwhelming for
Panama to reject the treaty at the
time.

More recently, Panama has objec
ted to several points in the treaty
which. Panama says, deny her full
independence and restrict her poten
tial to develop. Panama refers mainly
to the clauses which give the United

"The Senate

won't surrender

US sovereignty

over the Canal."

would be permitted to leave Vietnam
within a few weeks.

Next month, the select committee
will travel to Thailand and Laos.
Appriximately 600 Americans were
shot down in Laos during the war.
Only 300 were recovered. The
Laotian government has yet to
account for the rest. Montgomery
wants Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger to testify before the
committee concerning the Paris
Peace Accords, and said that "Kissin
ger (in reference to those listed as
missing in action) washed his hands
of it" long ago.

Montgomery said neither Con
gress nor the American people are
ready to appropriate reconstruction
aid to Southeast Asia. In addition to
this aid, the North and South
Vietnamese seek US diplomatic re
cognition and continuously refer to
our commitments in the Paris Peace
Accords. However, Montgomery as
serted that the US is more likely to
give diplomatic recognition to Red
China before it recognizes North and
South Vietnam.

There are approximately 500,000
pounds of unexploded bombs in

In 1903, Secretary of State John
Hay announced to the United States
Senate, when it was debating the
ratification of the Hay-Banua-Varilla
Treaty, "We shall have a Treaty very
satisfactory, vastly advantageous to
the United States, and we must
confess, not so advantageous to
Panama." The treaty was promptly
ratified. Now, 72 years later, the
Senate again is considering a treaty
hetween the United States and the
Republic of Panama; however, this
time the scales will be more balanced
111 terms of advantages, and Senate
ratification will not be as prompt, if
it occurs at all.

Even from the beginnings of the
Panama Canal treaty, Panama has
considered herself to be in a less than
desirable position. When the Treaty
was signed Nobember 18, 1903,
Panama just fifteen days earlier had
declared her independence from
Colombia. Promptly after the US
recognized the Republic of Panama,
Secretary Hay signed the Treaty with
Philippe Banua-Varilla, a Frenchman
associated with the bankrupt French
canal company. Although Banua
Varilla signed the treaty with
Panama's interests in mind, he did so
without direct instructions from the
new government. When the Pana-

By Laura Power

By Thalia Photos
"My greatest challenge is to be a

part of writing the last sad chapter in
Southeast Asia," Congressman G.V.
"Sonny" Montgomery (DrMiss.)

I recently told Georgetown students at
the Delta Phi Epsilon Fraternity
House. First elected to the House in
1966, the distinguished World War II
and Korean War veteran was invited
to speak by the Delta Phi Epsilon
Sorority.

Montgomery was chairman of the
House Select Committee on US
Involvement in Southeast Asia in
1970 and serves as chairman of the
llouse Select Committee on Missing
Persons in Southeast Asia created
two months ago.

On April 29, 1975 when the
.\merican Embassy officially was
dosed, some 50 or 60 Americans,
Including 10 or 12 journalists,
remained in South Vietnam. At
present, there are 832 American
military personnel who may be
imprisoned in North and South
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Last
week, Montgomery said, Hanoi an
nounced that the 50 or 60 civilians
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US· offers Third World concessions

Portuguese Unrest
The Georgetown

International News

(Continued from page 21
of, other development issues, the US has
done much to insure the stability of the
Non-Aligned bloc and has made the Third
World's most potent weapon, oil, appli
cable to all other development issues.

If, as his critics say, Kissinger's Grand
Strategy is the detachment of OPEC from
the Non-Aligned nations, he is approaching
the goal by a rather circuitous route.

The Third World countries have been
most receptive to the new American
attitude, but they betray a sense that "this
is too good to be true." "Yes," Third
World embassy officials say, "this is
exactly what we wanted. At last we can
sit down and talk about a new deal for the
poor countries." "No," the same officials
say, "we have no idea what brought about
the new attitude. No, we don't know how
long it wiII last." They are unwilling to
attribute the American change of heart to

Aid must
reach poorest
the oil policies of OPEC, even at embassies
of leading OPEC countries. It is almost as
though they are afraid the US will take Its
marbles and go home if they do anything
to upset the Americans, now that they
finally have agreed to play the game.
Kissinger's speech came upon them like the
realization of a beautiful dream, but they
are afraid to pinch themselves and discover
that it was nothing but illusion after all.

Negotiations underway

Of course, much remains to be done to
convert the speech's rhetoric into reality.
Kissinger pledged $200 million toward an
Agricultural Development Fund if other
nations would contribute a total of $800
miIlion; negotiations on this proposal are
being conducted in Rome with widespread
European participation. American contri
butions to other funds have been made
contingent on contributions from de
veloped countries and OPEC. The OPEC
states have not responded to Kissinger's
proposals as yet, other than to point out
their present transfers of capital to other
LDCs at a rate of 2.5 per cent of their
GNP. They have tended to view IDA and
other funds as the responsibility of the
developed countries, say State Department
sources, indicating that the OPEC countries
typically prefer to channel their foreign
assistance through their own organizations,
thus retaining control over who receives
what.

Kissinger's plans for transfers of Ameri
can capital to the World Bank and other
multilateral institutions wiII face a tough
battle in Congress, but it is likely that the
IDA appropriation, at least, will get
through "one way or another," in the
words of State Department staffer close to
the issue.

Observers often suggest that the US
could make its intentions clear and
demonstrate its sincerity by taking action
on food reserves and buffer stocks, since
the US plays such a dominant role in food
trade. However. early action in this area is

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
not likely. Officials at the State Depart
ment say that negotiations on food reserves
have been running into some difficulty, but
the problems appear to lie between the US
and other developed countries.

Poorest ignored

If the spirit of cooperation that infused
the Seventh Special Session is sustained,

substantial progress on development issues
may result. However, as relations between
poor and rich states improve, the income
distribution in poor countries may not
improve. The initiatives thus far have
ignored internal conditions of many LDCs,
but until the needs of the poorest within
the LDCs are met, the potential for
substantial disruption of the international
system remains. Most Third World obser
vers candidly remark that no matter how
responsive the developed countries are to
their needs and aspirations, the primary
task of developing their own countries falls
on them. "We have much work to do, and
we must do it ourselves," said an official at
the Algerian Embassy. Zewde-Gabre Selas
sie, brother of Hailie Selassie and former
chairman of the UN Committee on
Economics and Finance, said, "It will take
work and sacrifice on our part to meet the
basic needs of our people. The elites must
learn that it is better to lose part of their
income than to lose their heads; they and
the developed countries must pay attention
to the distribution within the system. It is
ridiculous to go on building a nuclear
power station while the people are
starving." .

Perhaps people in the developed as well
as the developing countries are beginning
to realize, as Bouteflika told the ministers
of the Non-Aligned Countries in Lima, that
the international order is now "as much
threatened by the weakness of the weak as
by the power of the powerful nations of
the earth."

(Continued from page 61

block the formation of a new
coalition cabinet. They demanded
representation equal to that of the
moderate Popular Democrats. The
Socialist and Popular Democrats,
who polled over 60 per cent of the
vote as compared to only 12.5 per
cent for the Communists in the
election in April, 1974, strongly
objected to this demand. The Com
munists only backed down when it
appeared they would be blamed for
blocking a solution to the country's
chronic problems.

Azevedo was sworn in with a
cabinet of four military and three
civilian independents, four Socialists,
two Popular Democrats and one
Communist to form the sixth provi
sional government since the revolu
tion.

The government's moderate
character was reinforced by the
appointment of moderate Major
Ernesto Melo Antunes as minister of
defense. The 19-member Revolu
tionary Council also was given a
moderate posture. After balloting by
the MFA, Communist membership
was reduced to three.

However, efforts to establish a
more moderate representative gov
ernment failed to stabilize Portugal's
domestic situation. While Azevedo's
coalition government still was in its
infancy, disagreement and disorder
again emerged. In a conflict with
leftist union members over control

of Lisbon's radio and television
stations, Azevedo sent troops to
occupy the stations. However, the
troops joined the union members in
opposing the government.

Threat of civil war
The country seemed on the brink

of civil war between moderates and
radicals. Order was reestablished
only when a compromise of sorts
was reached between the government
and the union members: Azevedo
agreed to withdraw his order for a
military take-over of the stations in
exchange for a pledge by the union
members to temper their anti-govern
ment broadcasts.

Despite the settlement of this
issue many other questions must be
dealt with before the stability of the
Azevedo government can be assured.
Even with aid from the US and
Western European countries, which
is estimated in the hundreds of
millions, the Portuguese economy
will continue to sputter. With infla
tion estimated to be at least 30 per
cent this year, a predicted balance of
payments deficit of $647.7 million
in 1974 (compared with a
$223.6-million surplus in 1973), the
pressure of 400,000 Angolan refuges
and continued unrest, the MFA is a
long way from taking Portugal down
a "pluralistic path" to a "socialist
society" as proclaimed in their
Political Action Plan as recently as
June 21, 1975.
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Assistant editor: John Regis Coogan
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The Georgetown International News is a student magazine on
international relations, published as a supplement to The HOY A,
with the cooperation of the Georgetown International Relations
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DANCE ON NOV. 1
WITH

THE NEW SUNSHINE
JAZZ BAND

SPONSORED BY WGTB-FM
Saturday 8-12 PM

HALL OF NATIONS
TICKETS: $4

$3 to 6.U. Students wiLD.
FOR MORE INFO:
'., 625-3018
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entertainment
'Ryder' Back For More

The Devil & Daniel Webster duel for the soul of Jabez Stone.

tory. Men of few words, these spirits are a pertinent- play for a wayward bicentennial
crowning touch of the supernatural. audience. The values exuded by Webster

As is characteristic of most Mask and are Apple-pie American and the homespun
Bauble productions, the show was enriched lessons refreshing in their simplicity. It is
by imaginative and effective set design, an entertaining production abundant with
make up, and particularly adept special the pioneer craft and imagination that
effects. delivered us all to this 200th year.-Rod

The Devil and Daniel Webster is a Kuckro

ClAssiCAl REViEW

The transformation of Stage I into a
greasy spoon diner boasting steak and eggs,
stale donuts and a myriad of strung-out
customers floundering under the cynical
eye of an out-spoken stranger has prompt
ed the request for an extension of Mask
and Bauble's When You Co min , Bacle, Red
Ryder? Popular demand and rave reviews
have warranted the continuation of the
play for another week-Friday, November
7, at 8 pm and Saturday, November 8 at 7
and ~:30 prn , and rightly so.

Mark Medoff's Obie Award Winning
play explores the inadequacies and frustra
tions of small town life in conjunction with
the hollow sophistication of the jet set.
Angel, the waitress in the diner, refuses to
challenge the drab, colorless life she lives.
The characters which float in and out of
the diner provide the only means of
stimulation beyond her narrow scope.
Lyle, the crippled gas station attendant. is
satisfied to keep things as they are. He too
refuses to challenge the world around him.
Stephen, Red Ryder, is the only character
who portrays any resistence to the heavy
boredom of life. He wants to bolt out of
that hole of a town, and go somewhere,
anywhere.

Chuck Duncombe (Red Ryder), Kristina
Bird (Angel), and Phil Peters (Lyle) take
hold of their parts quite well and display a

strong sensitivity to the dilemma which
surface.

The two city sophisticates are just that
slick, phony and stiff. Debbie Dean as till'
concert violinist, Clansse , b a bit too stiff.
She struts on the stage with her nose a litt le
too high in the air. Jot' Pennisi, as her
dotmg husband. camps off as a weak
ninny. comparable to Thurston Howell, 11
of Gilligan's Island. Ratherrrrrr!

Joe Cable l~ stunning as the soul
searching stranger, Teddy, who swaggers
across the set boasting and belittling all
around him. His fierce intensrty n-verber
ates in cutting speech and cryptic manner
resulting in a aura of tense brooding.
Coble, making his stage debut. acutely
captures the power and fierceness of the
character Teddy.

Donn Murphy should be commended
for his fine direr-non of till' fiery Teddy.
along with the cohesiveness and continuity
that resides within M & B's production.

When You Cumin' Back, Red Ryder»
is an integration of stark comedy and
frightening drama. In one instance, you
may be holding your sides, in another at
the edge of your seats. The play provides a
vivid insight into the psyches of frustrated,
confused people. It- is an experience in
itself, one I would highly recommend.-A.L

Musical Roots From Aix to Rio
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The last six weeks have seen
some remarkable releases. Briefly
noted among them:

When we think of Tchalkov
sky, we tend not to think of him
as a great operatic composer. The
new recording of Eugene Onegin
might make us change our
minds. Sir Georg Solti leads the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera

House, Covent Garden in the
finest, most magnificently Russian
version of this work I have heard
yet. The cast, which includes
Nicolai Giaurov, Bernd Weikl and
Theresa Kubiak, is uniformly
excellent (as is the John Alldis
Choir). Kubiak sings the difficult
"Letter Scene" with the cool
passion and restraint which it

requires. Too many singers go
through that scene in such a way
that they should have "U.S. Grade
A" tatooed on one breast. Merci
fully, no one here is off on 22
note trills of their own. A great
opera performed in a grand
manner (London OSA 13112).

Since this column began over a
year ago, it has been confined to
"classical music," but a recent
release requires a small digression.
Claude Bolling's Suite for Flute
and Jazz Piano (Columbia M
33233) is one of the most
original, most clever, and most
brilliant pieces put out in recent
years, alternating between the

styles of the Concertgebouw and
the Cotton Club. Flutist Jean
Pierre Rampal is versatile enough
to sound as good with a jazz piano
as he does with a harpsichord. I
have played this album for a
half-dozen people, all of whom
are now busily searching for it in
the local record emporia. I suggest
that you do the same.

A few of Darius Milhaud's
piano pieces have just been
recorded by William Bolcorn , and
they cannot be recommended
highly enough (Nonesuch
H·71316). Drawing from Brazilian
popular music of the Twenties,
rag time, and some beautiful

French melodies, this recording is
an excellent sampler of Milhaud's
versatility. Bolcom's treatment of
the music is fresh and relaxed,
perfect for the subject matter.
With musical roots that stretch
from Aix to Rio, Milhaud has
always been a personal favorite of
mine. In addition. Milhaud once
referred to Wagner as an "idiot,"
which is good for two points in
my book any day.

While E. Power Biggs is not
wasting his time recording such
nonsense as Scott Joplin rags on
the harpsichord, he is capable of
making beautiful music. A new
recording of Biggs playing the
four organs of the Cathedral of
Frieburg (simultaneously. no levsI
is powerful and yet somehow
tender (Columbia M·33514). TIll'
works performed are by some of
the greatest masters in the history
of music: Purcell and Handel.
particularly, rarely receive such
performances, It goes without
saying that the Frieburg Cathedral
has the best matched set of organs
since Mr. and Mrs. Johann Sebas
tian Bach. Ivan Katz
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Yearbooks
Wednesday 12:00 -5:30

Yearbook Office

$1.00

Sophomores, Juniors,
Seniors with ID

The Graduate
Student Organization

cordially invites

all Graduate Students
and Faculty

to a reception
in honor of

DONALDG. HERZBERG
Dean of the Graduate School

on Saturday, November 1

from eight until midnight

in Copley Formal Lounge

SAXA
Friday, Oct. 31

BOOK SALE sponsored by the History Majors Association, Walsh
Lobby, 9-5

CARIBBEAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION presents a homecoming
dance. 10 p.m. New South Faculty Lounge. Admission $1.50

VVHEN YOU COMIN' BACK RED RYDER? Mask and Bauble's hit at 8
p.m. The hilariously funny TIlE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER at
midnight. Both at Stage One. Call 333-1789 for reservations.

Saturday, Nov. 1
YE DOMESDAY BOOKE copies of the 1975 yearbook can be picked up

at the yearbook office. Nevisl Basement on Saturday between 12 and
5:30 p.m. The number of copies available is limited so distribution
will be restricted to current sophomores, juniors, and seniors. This
year, unlike past years, the Student Activities Commission is re
quiring that we charge $1 per book. This money will be used to sup
plement our budget. The charge is also a means of testing campus
response towards the yearbook. Please bring your ID with you.

WHEN YOU COMIN' BACK, REDRYDER? at 7 p.m. and 9;30 p.m..
THE DEVll. AND DANIELWEBSTERat midnight. Stage One, Poulton.

Sunday. Nov. 2
ALL HAYDN CONCERT presented by the Georgetown Symphony, con

ducted bv John Welsh. 3 p.m, in the Hall of Nations. Come and enjoy
an afterr oon of music.

JAZZ AT T,rIEPUB This week: a homecoming special! The Return of Al
Steven's Barnstormer's Jazz Band, featuring Wild Bill Whelan and
Fat Cat McRee. Center Pub, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Monday, Nov. 3
GU PIRG Employment Discrimination Workshop. 7:15 p.m. Room 405

Marvin Center, 21st and H Streets, N.W.
Tuesday. Nov. 4

BLOODDRIVE9:15 a.m. - 3 p.m., New South Faculty Lounge

STUDENTS AGAINST IMPERIALISM presents Marcus Raskin, co
director of the Institute on Policy Studies on the development of a na
tional security state, 202 White Gravenor.

VVednesday, Nov. 5
GU PIRG general meeting. 4:30 p.m. in the University Center Confer

ence Room, G-D7Healy.
STUDYING GOT YOU IN A GRIND? Come to Wit's End Coffeehouse

cookies, tea, and exotic coffees free. Every Wednesday 8:30-11:30
p.m. in the Program Room, the University Center.

THE MILITARY IN BRAZILIAN SOCIETY: Dr. Donald Syvrud "The
Brazilian Economic Miracle: An Economist's View" 8 p.m, 392
Walsh.

SENIORS come to an organizational meeting to plan Senior Week. 7:30
p.m., Harbin Formal Lounge.

Thursday. Nov. 6
GU PIRG Steering Committee meeting, 5:30 p.m. New North Bsmt.

SPEOAL NOTICES
UPVVARD BOUND. a program for economically deprived high school

students, is in need of volunteer tutors in English, math, French,
Spanish, biology, chemistry, and physics. We would appreciate the
help of Georgetown Students who could give 1, 2, 3, or 4 hours each
Saturday between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. The program can pay for trans
portation. Please contact Maxine Daly at 625-4640 or stop by Room
145 Nevils.

WHEN YOU COMIN' BACK RED RYDER? due to popular demand,
and Bauble is extending its highly acclaimed production through
Friday, Nov. 7 and Saturday, Nov. 8. Call 333-1789 for reservations.

PART TIME JOB The Gramercy Travel Service will again be inter
viewing students on campus for their part-time Campus Representa
tive position. To sign up for interviews to be held on Friday, Nov. 7,
contact Career Planning and Placement prior to that date.

HOMECOMING WEEKEND FOR A COMPLETE LISTING OF TIlE
WEEKENDS' ACTIVITIES, CHECK TIlE ADS IN TODAY'S HOYA
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Dr. Chickadong characterized
the relationship between nurses
and doctors as "hierarchical"
"Male versus female, differences
in income, differences in training
all emphasize that the physician is
the leader and that the nurse
carries out orders. This is mainly a
fallacy-r-nurses have always been
more independent than depen
dent," she said.

The nursing professor attri
buted the attitudes to "poor peer
relations in the past," but noted
that if relations between nurses
and doctors can improve, "We can
teach them collaboratively to
practice giving their patients bet
ter care."

She also said the program
would be a "cost planned system
that would eliminate unnecessary
services, unneeded medication and
hospitalization.

"Studies have shown that
many surgeons prescribe un
necessary surgery and medi
cation; if you recommend a
patient to a "urgeoll, surgery will
be indicated." sill' added.

"The problems in developing
primary health carp programs," Dr.
Chickadong said, "are who are the
providers and what do people
need."

The providers in the total
health care, program centers are
"pediatricians. internists and Iam
ily doctors-not medical special
ists," she added. "WI' envision a
team of nurse, physician, licensed
practical nurse and nurse's aid for
each patient. It will then be
decided who will be the primal)'
provider of patient care."

Friday, October 31, 1975

GU Med Center Initiates
Primarvl-iealth Care Plan

by Mille Grosso
"Basic or primary health carl'

services for the vast bulk of
Americans have markedly deterio
rated and are in serious disarray,"
Dr. Robert Huntley of the Medi
cal Center's Department of Corn
munity Medicine and Interna
tional Health said.

Providing such care at reason
able costs is the aim of a new
University program to train phy
sician-nurse teams specializing in
primary health care, that is, care
outside of hospitals. The expert
mental program is funded by a
$437,588 four year grant from
the W.H. Kellogg Foundation.

The program is part of three
year old pilot project studying
primary parent care at GU Health
Plan Centers in Kensington, Md.,
Reston, Va., and the Northeast
section of the District.

Currently, the practicing physi
cians and nurses are being paired
together to make up patient carl'
teams at the Health Plan Centers.
At a special meeting in mid
November, the nurses and doctors
will define their roles in "primary
health carl' delivery," Dr. Huntley
said.

These doctors, nurses and rogu
lar facultv then will train 2,1 third
war nursing students with fresh
'man and sophomore medical stu
dents to be assigned as physician
nurse teams in training at till'
center next fall. Dr. Huntley and
Dr. Paul Lairson, a top Health
Care Plan official. will oversee the
medical students. and Dr. Grace
Chickadong will be in charge of
the nursing students.

Thursday, November 6,8:00 P.M.
Hall of Nations

._ _-_ - _.. _ ~ .

Georgetown University
Lecture Fund

Mr. Howard K. Smith
ABC News Commentator
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Presents

I'OR SAL":. Lafayette LR·lI1
quadrophorue and ste reo recerver
(AM/FM) with full functIOns. Used
a couple of months. Perfect condi
tion. Must se ll , New $217. Sacrrfrce
now for $150. Call Greg at
338-2635.
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1925 Homecoming program

them down. What happened last
year sticks in the back of our
mind."

Last year's concert featuring
Rate Earth lost nearly $7,000 and
was the beginning of a string of
financial setbacks that forced the
SEC deep in debt.

sibility for booking a concert was
entrusted to Cellar Door Produc
tions, who failed to find an act.
SEC sources said that the group
could have attempted to book a
show themselves as has been done
in past years, but failed to do so.
A high level SEC source said
"Brian Mahoney (C'77) deals with
Cellar Door and we waited around
for them to come through. When
they didn't, it was too late to go
after our own show."

Mahoney replied by saying
"No shows were available that we
liked. Cellar Door offered us
1Dee and others offered some
marginal shows, but we turned

Homecoming Affair
Lacks Usual Concert

They've got a long way to
go, In a world that isn't easy.
But with someones help,
they' II make it. What they need
IS a fnend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
It could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother. r«

The Salesrans of St. John
Bosco were founded In 1859 to
serve youth, Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
With varying conditions, the Salesians always have been - and
will be. youth oriented. Today we're helpmg to prepare young
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.

And how do we go about It? By tollowrnq the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and krndness With a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to burld better communities by helping to create better men.

As a Salesran, you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a Wide range of endeavor ... as gUidance counsel
ors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psvcholoqrsts . . In boys clubs, summer camps ... as mission
aries. And you are given the kind of traming you need to
achieve your alms.

The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short
comings. too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life. we welcome your interest.

YOU
4t

VB
bBBnthBrB.
nO\ll you
can help
them.

by Rod Kuchro
Georgetown will have no

Homecoming concert for the
second time in three years, despite
the new arrangement the SEC
made with Cellar Door Produc
tions.

The Student Entertainment
Commission is responsible for the
production of a traditional horne
coming concert. In the past four
years, Rare Earth, Ike and Tina
Turner and the Beach Boys have
performed in McDonough Arena.
Two years ago, Roy Buchanan was
to play, cancelling two days
before the date due to illness.

This year, however, the respon-

.----------..I For more information about Salesran Pnests and I
Brothers, mall this coupon to:

I sF.tha·rIJeO"SlP~as.Dn·Bs· ;;::.B~::: BOSCO II Filors Lane, West Haverstraw, NY 10993 I
I am interested in the Pnesthood 0 Brotherhood 0

I .- ~ I
I
I :MAdd_ --~. II

College Anendlng _

,
CI••• of ,

-----------
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Kallas Brings SEC Stability

WHY DO 4,000 STUDENTS IN THE
WASHINGTON AREA PRACTICE

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION (TM)

Lou Kanas

Find Out At The
Following Special
Campus Lectures:

agreement guaranted Georgetown
a certain fee for each concert
produced, with physical arrange
ments being handled by the SEC.
The pact carried with it great
hopes, and was the "ideal arrange
ment".

To date, the contract produced
but one concert. The SEC, how
ever, would like to produce an
appearance by Bruce Springsteen,
whom Cel1ar Door Productions

(Continued on page 13)

Series. Subject to severe restric
tions and two cancellations, the
series struggled, but still main
tained a positive balance on the
SEC ledger. The semester ended
with the year's deficit at $35,000.

This summer's behind-the
scenes negotiations contributed to
the stabilization of the SEC this
semester. Commissioner Brian
Mahoney spent part of his sum
mer working on an agreement
with Cellar Door Productions. The

on the SEC. He did so, and
Commissioner Frank Brickfield
was appointed interim Chairman
until a new president could be
elected to make his own appoint
ment.

During the interim period, the
SEC suffered from internal strife,
intense outside scrutiny, criticism
and problems with their budget.
The most formidable conflict was
with the Med school deans
threatening the use of LA-6 for
the SEC's only money making
operation, the Feature Film
Series.

This is the legacy into which
Kal1as stepped. He has been both
successful and unsuccessful in
dealing with these problems.

Heavily influenced by Director
of Student Activities Jeff Fogel·
son, Kallas followed a policy of
financial restraint. Last semester,
under Kallas' tenure the SEC
sponsored one concert; Chuck
Berry, Bo Diddley and the Coast
ers, on Sunday March 23. How
ever, the new attitude of respons
ibility had a negligible difference.
The SEC lost $n ,000 on the
show, the largest loss in SEC
history.

The next two shows done that
semester were promoted by New
Era Follies, who took the finan
cial responsibility. The first was
Supertramp, a British group on
their first American Tour, in
Gaston Hall and Bonnie Raitt,
Orleans, Buddy Guy and Junior
Wells in McDonough Arena. Both
were financial successes.

The semester also included the
beginning of the interference by
the Med school with the Film

Analysis

(First in a Series)
by Rod Kuckro

On February 22 of last year,
Lou Kallas (SBA'77) was ap
pointed Chairman of the Student
Entertainment Commission by
newly elected Student Body Presi
dent Dave Ralston. Last week,
seven months later, Kallas an
nounced his intention to resign at
the conclusion of this semester.
His tenure has been one of
transition, characterized by a
conservative approach.

Ostensibly, Kallas set out to
implement the recommendations
of the SEC Task Force which had
redefined the role which the SEC
played in the university. The real
challenge facing the new chairman
was to restore financial stability
to the SEC which had encoun
tered fiscal problems the previous
semester in the risky, unpredict
able, multi-million dol1ar enter
tainment industry. In addition,
Kallas was responsible for pro
viding frequent and quality enter
tainment for Georgetown, as wel1
as dealing with the complications
and criticism that inevitably con
fronts the SEC.

Kallas came to power as a
result of an upheaval that occured
within the leadership of the
commission, in January. Chairman
Gregg Werner, who had been
appointed in November of 1973,
was handed an ultimatum by
President Jack Leslie-if he
desired to run for Student Body
President, he must resign his post

Maharishi Mahesh YOli

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 4

7:30 PM Healy - Basement 6-7

fM is a simple mental procedure practiced 15-20 minutes twice a day, which
provides deep restful alertness to the meditating individual. Scientific studies
have shown that students practicing the Transcendental Meditation
technique exhibit:

• Improved academic performance, increased intelligence
growth rate. and improved performance on short and
long term memory recall tests

• Decreased nervousness, anxiety and depression
• Increased speed in solving problems accurately
• Increased speed in solving problems accurately
• Increased spontaneity and improved relations with

parents, teachers, and other students.

The Transcendental Meditation Program of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is availa
ble on the George Washington campus through the Students International
Meditation Society.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 387·5050

Students Internatlonal Meditation Society-Non-profit educational orlanlzation.
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ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO

BECOME A CPA

~~~~~~
CPA

REVIEW

COURSES BEGIN MAY 26 I NOV. 2.

. ,',', \.

1/3 OF USA,

EDITING- former newspaper

editor exp In editing theses,

dissertations, term papers etc.

Call (202) 4845587

doesn't know how to work with
people, he alienated and drs
couraged those who didn't set'
things his way.

SEC Commissioner Brian
Mahoney expressed a different
understanding of Kallas' method
of doing his job, emphasizing the
progress Lou made with adminis
trators "Lou was a doer, he would
not sit back and organize, Lou
worked better with Fogelson and
Rueckel than his predecessor
did."

He took a high strung, ideal
istic, ambitious student activity
out of the public eye and tried to
establish a machine-like business
in a corner of Healy Basement. He
may have succeeded but many
feel he did so by sacrificing
imagination and innovation for
financial security.

Next uiecl: The Ncx t Chair
man

Friday, October 31, 1975

1=58711

Joint House Councils
Seek Role Increase

tion monies. After paying for a
loan from the university. bills for
office expenses, and losses incur
red by the film series, the present
SEC balance stands at "appro
ximately $15,000", according to
SEC Business Manager Steve Bell.

As matters stand now, the SEC
is fiscally stable. The organization
itself is developing and training a
staff which had been greatly
reduced last semester when Kallas
came to power. Yet, one former
SEC Commissioner said, "Lou

/

Leave before noon on \\ cckd.rv
am time on weekend....

- Weekend. Save up to 2Y ~ Oil

your roundtrip ticket \\ hen ~ au
gl) and return on a Saturdav or
Sunday.

For complete information on
all of our money·~a\"lng discount
travel pIam and flight reservations.
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allezhenv Airlines reserva
tion... numher. And get ready to gl)
home or anv \\ here else.

N~

(continued from page 12)
has announced will be in Washing·
ton on December 5, 6 and 7.

One problem exists with rely
ing upon an outside production
company for concerts. The pro
ducer, particularly Jack Boyle of
Cellar Door, has only a secondary
interest in entertaining George
town students. His primary con
cern is making money for Jack
Boyle.

At the semester's outset, the
SEC accrued $25,000 in subscrip-

by Richard Racine will last for years and not just a
The two year old Inter-House semester. The program will center

Council will organize a paper around collecting and then selling
recycling program, and try to the various newspapers, magazines
develop contacts with Student etc. that a student receives."
Government dorm Chairman Peter "The Inter-House Council feels
Plantes (C'78) said this week. there is a definite problem in the

The group consists of one present situation of student gov-
representative of each of the six ernment where the Senate and
campus dorms and from Alban Executive leaders have not been
Towers. able to work so well together,

Plantes said that the paper Plantes said. House Council will
recyling program is "slowly being strive to establish a body of
organized so it does not fall representative leaders which can
through as other ecology pro- get certain issues which affect
grams in the past have failed. resident students solved in a

Rev. Edward B. Bunn "We hope to set up one that hurry."

Movie Fight, Concert Contract
Mark Last 7 Months for SEC

Group 10. Sa\e up to 331{~

roundtrip (up to 2(Y ~ one wa.\).
Groups of 10 or more -ave \\ hen
thev purchase tickets 4g hour... In

advance and take off together. And
you can each return separately. if
vou like. Good everywhere we tlv.. ,-

Group 4-9. Sa\ c up to 2(1(
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 ...ave
when \ ou make reserx ations 4H
hour... in advance and fl.\ together
to and from ...elected cities. Stav at
least 3 hut no more than 30 dav-.

America's 6th lal"2est pa~er-carT)'in2 airline.

The Board of Directors estab
lished the Rev. Edward B. Bunn,
SJ, Memorial Scholarship En
dowment Fund at its meeting
Oct. 17, as a "recognition of his
remarkable qualities and achieve
ments."

All the money donated to the '
University in Fr. Bunn's memory
will be transferred to the special
fund, and used for scholarships a
University spokesman an
nounced this week.

Fr. Bunn was President
during the period that Reiss
Science, the Walsh Building, St.
Mary's and New South were
built. Subsequent to his tenure
as President, he filled the special
University post of Chancellor.

Fr. Bunn died during the
summer of 1972.

renee.
He also developed the "per

missive action link," a device
which makes it impossible to
arm a nuclear weapon without a
release signal from a remote
authorizing source.

Board Creates
Endowment

For Financial Aid

ALLEGi

Go home on Alleghen~. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a \\ ide varier, of discount
trawl plan- with big saving-, for
group~ and individuals.

The Libert)' Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides. with unlimited trav el at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans. to0--7 days for $129.14
davs for $149 and 21 davs for S179.
GZlod everywhere we 'fly. except
Canada.

Blood 'Drive
Tuesday

Director of the u.s. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agen
cy Fred Ikle will speak at a SFS
Dean's Office seminar Nov. 4 at
4:30 p.m.

Dr. Ikle is known for his
contributions to strategies for
reducing the risk of war in
cluding analysis of protection
against accidental or un
authorized use of nuclear
weapons, and the adequacy of
the strategy of nuclear deter-

Collegiate Club Meeting

Monday, November 3rd 8:30 Healy 105

New Members Wanted

The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be on Campus next Tuesday
from 9:15 am to 3 pm to solicit
donors for the next phase of the
University's blood drive.

Donors must be between the
age of 17 and 65 and must weigh
at least 110 pounds. The drive
will be held in the New South
Faculty Lounge.

Arms Control
Expert Heads
SFS Leaders

I News Review
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Charles Blackley Rolling;
Await Lightning Contest

Action continues on both the football fields and basketball courts as
the intramural fall season is nearing its close.

M.B.A. RECRUITMENT
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

The School of Management of Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York, will be interviewing inter
ested applicants for the Graduate Program on
11/11/75,9 a.m. - 11:30 p.m ..
The programs include the M.B.A., M.S. in
Accounting, joint program with Law, M.P.A. in
Media Administration and the Ph.D. Program.
For further information, inquire at the Dean's
Office, School of Business Administration, 1st
Nevils.

Jack Needs A Home
The fixture of Georgetown athletic events, Jack the Bulldog,

needs a new owner. The Hilltop mascot for five and one-half years,
Jack is being evicted by his owner's landlady. Always remembered as
the companion of Dave Burgess, his owner, Jack is gentle, playful,
good with children, and is in good health. A purebred eight-year-old,
Jack is caught up with his shots and is free to a good home. Anyone
seeking to give Jack a new home should call Burgess at extension
4021 or at home at 667 ·3827. Only Hoyas need apply.

eked out a 3-2 triumph, also in
first downs, over the Buzzards.

League "D" saw G.D. Slimes
slide over the Dripping Moles 7-0.
Rosalita consolidated its lead with
a 12-8 thumping of Cheesekeeters.

In Dorm Division action, 1st
New North took the lead in "A"
with a 3·2 victory in first downs
over 3rd Ryan·McGuire. Also in
"A," 1st Darnall beat 3rd Loyola
14·6, and 2nd New North won by
forfeit over 2nd Darnall.

In "B," 2nd Loyola took the
League lead with an 18·6 massacre
of 2nd Harbin, 3rd New North
slaughtered 2nd Ryan 26·0, while
4th New South wiped out 4th
Loyola 21·0.

Amazing Vegematic emerged as
the sole survivor of the Early Bird
Basketball Tournament on
Wednesday. In the final, Vegema
tic struggled to a 32-29 triumph
over Macaroni and Cheese in a
rugged contest. Losing guard
Eddie Ryan to a broken arm
finally took its toll on the former
Ryan-Maguire squad. Vegematic,
with their full court press, man
aged to force numerous turnovers
and produce a victory.

In the Punt, Pass, and Kick
contests held last Friday, the
Dorm winner was Vince Burns
with a score of 632.5. Joe Shea
took Men's Independent with a
total of 690, while Carol van Cleef
took Women's Independent with a
357 total. High honors for the day
was received by Kit Stekas of the
Grad Faculty division with a
734.5 total .

tasted defeat for the first time
Monday night at the hands of
Washington Club Accelerator, 7-2.
The Accelerator also sped by Cos
mos 6·0, in related" A" action.

In League "B" action. Kinays
squeaked by previously unbeaten
Nortons by first downs, 8·6, and
remain the only unbeaten team in
the league. Also, H.M.S. Hom
mauled the Macke Maulers 17·0.

Seek and Destroy took the lead
in "C" with a 5-2 victory in first
downs over Gangrels. Struntz

•

by Bob Klein
Now well past the halfway

point, the intramural football
season is rapidly coming down to
one or two team races to the
playoffs.

Men's Independent continues
to dominate the news. In League
"A", White Lightening, with a
15-0 thrashing of Arnold's Dog.
and Charles Blockey with a 18-13
victory over Sloppy Seconds. are
headed for a November 5th
showdown. White Lightning

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •
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Wit~ Jictories in their last two games, the soccer t~am can give coach Bill Smith a .500 season.

Booters Shut Out St Mary's
After Stopping Wildcats

Cross Country Team
Rests Before IC4A's

!!:;!...;.- . -- ~ ~ - .•---
- - - .. "'''-.- .... - ...._.-

!! :: .. ;...... _... - •• -- -- --

Spoltsmenu
CREW: Saturday Alumni

Race,ll:15a.m.
Fall Regatta, 10:30 a.m.

FOOTBALL: Saturday, Ford
ham 1:30 p.m. (Home
coming)

RUGBY: Saturday Villanova,
10:00 a.m., B, A, and C
Sides

SOCCER: Saturday, at St.
Peter's, 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday at Johns Hop'
kins, 3:00 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL: Today, East
ern Menonite and George
Washington, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, at Virginia Com
monwealth, 7:30 p.m.

anced attack on the part of both
the offense and the defense.
Chipping in from the front line
and deserving note was Chris
Donovan. 'while the defensive
strength relied heavily on Luis
Perez-Segnini, who was trained in
soccer in Venezuela.

As is their habit, the team was
outshot 28 to 21. but Coach
Smith stresses that this is because
"we take more conservative
shots."

In last Saturday's mud-match
at home against Villanova, the
Wildcats Jumped up flrst with a
goal 25 minutes into the first
period. But as far as Villanova was
concerned, "that was all she
wrote" .

Seven minutes later. halfback
Dave Andril knotted the score at
I-Ion a penalty kick. George.
town's C.T. Fisher put the capper
in just seven minutes later as he
blasted a shot from .,IX yards out
passed the helpless VIllanova goal.
tender. Although Georgl'town had
again been outshot ~n to 16, the
final read Hovas-z. Wrldcats-L.

The Hoyas, who b) wmning :!
of their last 4 game- have closed
with 4-6-1. record. are looking
forward to the last two "all
tough" games. begmmng WIth St.
Peters of New Je~e) away this
Saturday.

4

As the whistle was blown to
begin the second half, it seemed
that the game would continue
along its see-saw path with no
team obtaining and sustaining the
upper hand. But just minutes
later, Georgetown was provided
with a golden opportunity to use
a newly practiced play. On an
indirect kick, forward Frank
O'Hara sailed the ball into the
netting of the goal from 30 yards
out to notch the score at its final
of 1-0. Dave Andril, whom Coach
Smith singled out as playing an
extremely good game, received
credit for the assist on the day's
only score.

The defense played another
excellent game, but the win was
attributed to a finer. wpll-bal·

good races. Dave Dobrynski and
Tim Conheeney took fourth and
fifth places while John Graham
finished twelfth. All-American
Jim Peterson could only pick up a
thirteenth place finish. completing
the course almost two minutes
behind the course record time
which he holds. According to
Coach Lang. "He Just didn't look
like he ever really got in the race."

Lang went on to cite the
excellent showing of Penn State.
Their strong performance in this
race combined with a poor day
for the Hoyas to produce the
loss. As for William and Mary's
victory. Lang explained their win
by saying that "we were looking
at Penn State and William and
Mary kind of snuck up on us."

Looking forward to the
IC4A's, Lang recalled that the
Hoyas did not enjoy their first
bad race last year until they ran in
that event. He expressed a hope
that "maybe we got the bad race
out of our system." Assistant
Coach Dennis Kanach went on to
suggest that "last year we won the
IC4A's in the William and Mary
race and lost it in the Bronx."

by Mike Per/muter
Winning seems to be the "in"

disease here at Georgetown this
fall, and finally the soccer team is
"catching on", as they rolled to
two straight victories this past
week over St. Mary's of Maryland
and Villanova.

In the afternoon show on
Wednesday, the fans at St. Mary's
were treated to a tremendous
defensive battle between what
soccer coach Bill Smith caIled
"two evenly matched, evenly
skilled teams." The entire first 45
minutes ticked off with neither
team able to tally, as defense
reigned dominant. During that
first period, Georgetown goalie
Chris Frayne saved several should
be, would-be goals.

by Marl! Quinn

TIlt' Georgetown Cross Coun
try team will enjoy a temporary
respite from competition in the
next few weeks as it awaits the
IC4A Championship. scheduled
for November 15.

"We will not run again until
tho IC4A's," Coach Joe Lang
said, explaining that "our guys
really are in pretty good shape
right now."

The schedule originally called
for the squad to run in tomor
row's USTFF race to be held in
Baltimore, however, Lang booked
the six mile event as an option.
"We kept it as a safety valve in
case we wanted to run in it," Lang
said.

The team will be seeking to
rebound from a disappointing
weekend. Lang's harriers dropped
their first dual meet in two
seasons as both Penn State and
William and Mary smashed the
Hoyas.

Lang summed up the week
end's activities by saying simply
that "we had a lousy race." Only
three of nine runners enjoyed

Free Throws/Steve Friedman

The Coaches Union
Sport clipping: Collegiate basketball coaches propose
stronger association, perhaps unionism, at recent Chicago
meetings.

The coaches don't want a union for better payor
shorter hours. The head mentors of the various major
college teams want to be given the materials necessary to
build a winner. Sounds simple and reasonable. right? Read
on. folks.

The purpose of sports, college administrators feel, IS to
provide prestige by winning. The coaches want nothing
more than to win, but the administrators are cutting down
on recruiting funds, the life blood of continuing athletic
success, making the hoop heads very insecure. The security
issue is the key to the coaches union wants. As John
Thompson, Georgetown Basketball Coach says, "As long
as coaches are hired to win, you must deal with them in
this way; give them the tools to produce a winner. You
can't tell a man not to spend on recruits and then say he
must win."

The first of its kind, the coaches meeting was in
response to the drastic actions taken by the NCAA at their
last meeting, just a few short months ago. At that meeting
the nation's athletic directors voted to limit traveling
squads to ten players and to eliminate the $15 a student
athlete receives every month for expenses, Commenting on
the cuts, Washington State Head Basketball Coach George
Raveling says, "These are emotional issues where logic was
overruled. Cost cu tting wasn't even a proposal.

The $15 rule, an anachronism first. instituted in 1947,
was accompanied by a provision that a student on a
basketball grant-in-aid can not work during the season. We
wonder what person, mentally competent. could vote for
such a ridiculous rule. How is a student with a young
family to support them if he can't work after practice?
Coach Thompson calls the rule "primitive, what's a guy to
do, steal?"

The other sore spot among the coach is the so-called
"10 Rule," which limits the traveling squad for all
basketball teams to ten players and the host school to
thirteen. The NCAA reasoning behind the rule was to cut
costs, but it has effectively increased the home court
advantage.

At the NCAA meeti-ig, Georgetown Athletic Director
Frank Rienzo led opposition to the Ten Rule. His actions
caused a recount, hut the rule passed by four votes.

Coach Raveling has proposed that, like football, any
team that plays two back-to-hack away games be allowed a
full road squad, and we agree. It will cut travel expenses,
while nullifying the home advantage to some degree.

The NCAA can not just cut and cut athletic funds and
should not have the power to decide how many players a
school can carry. As Thompson said, "If I've got the
money and the need for players, I should be able to have
them."

The unionization of the coaches, which many feel is
inevitable,' will be a good thing for college basketball. It
Will provide a unified voice for the coaches to express
changes they feel are necessary in their sport. Unionization
will give the coaches something the NCAA has never been
able to achieve for itself-unity.
Sport clipping: Basketball Coach John Thompson may be
named Assistant Coach of the United States Olympic
Basketball Team.

Thompson is one of five candidates for the assistant
coach's spot. The Georgetown coach's competition reads
like a Who's Who in College Hoop, including Bobby Knight
of Indiana and Dave Gavi tt of Providence.

Trying to become familiar with international competi
tion, Thompson had worked with Dean Smith on the Pan
American trials. The final decision on the Olympic post
will be made by Smith, the United States coach, subject to
approval of the United States Olympic Committee.
Insiders, like Jim O'Brien of Smith and Streets' Basketball
Guide, feel Thompson is a shoein for the job. Speaking of
Smith, Thompson calls him a "high class guy who I have
the greatest respect for."

Who says good guys always finish last.
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their defense against DeMeo.
TIl(' Georgetown offensive line,

which must dominate the pits if
the wish bone is to be effective,
will have their hands full against
Fordham. The Rams' line. which
tips the scales at more than 230
pounds per man, outweighs the
Hoyas by an average of thirty
pounds.

Because of the beefy Fordham
front line, Glacken predicted that
"Tom Gargan might gt't a chance
to show what kind of an arm h«
really has. In this game wp might
have to pass ou t of necessity ."

Last week against the Bison 01

Gallaudet. till' Hoya team ap
peared complacent throughout
the first half. At half time thev
retreated to till' lockerroom witL
only a 14-6 lead against a team
which was vastly overmatched 11'

talent. After a half-time speech h;
Glacken, the gridders awoke It>
score touchdowns on tlH'1T fir-: I
two possessions of the spconrl j
half. Both were scored on runs hI
Danny Lopez of -1-t and 5 yard-. 1

TIll' only doubt about til{> out
come was that of till' final sCOP
Glacken inserted the reserves, It'rl
by freshman Bob Sitz , for tilt'
ontire fourth quarter.

in till' Frostbite Regatta on th,'
Schulkyll River. Unlike till' Hearl
of the Charles, this race runs on\\
1500 meters. and should test tilt'
speed of the highly touted four
over a considl'rably shortcr
course.

Before heading to Philadelphia
for the Frostbite, the crpw team
wi 1\ celebrate Homecomittg
tomorrow in their own tnditiona\
fashion. During the morning. cia's
day races wiH be held, in which
th(' sophomores, juniors and
seniors will compete among thel11'
selves for the honor of racing
against the alumni and coaches.

Also tomorrow, the Geor\.(~

town Women's Crew Team wtl
initiate their first season b~

opening their schedule agail"
George Washington. Fielding
team of five boats, Coach MarUI
Leredu's squad will race two ()
their novice boats tomorrow, an
will continue their season b.
likewise sending two boats to til
Frostbite Regatta. The girls WI
end their season Nov. 8 again
GW and Washington College, thu
allowing all five boats to compe
at least once dUring the fa
season.

I may be wrong but ...
Hoyas ' task: Vacat.ions ovvr ,
1l0W till' real season star ts. Two
wee-k layoff hurt till' squad,
they must improve till' co
ordination of the offpnsf'. Th e
line must opvn the holes and
provide tirnr- for Gargan to run
t he wish horu-. Def'e nsr- must
stop till' run. TIll' Rarns
pa~~mg attack IS alrnost IlOIl

ox istout .. but till' ground gaml'
i ... vpry potent.
Ham,' task: Fordham will br
psyched 10 aVl'llgl' las t Yl'al""
e m b a rr asxi ng Hornocorrnnu
los". Rams must p!>tabli~h their
ground gamp, lest thoy head
for till' Hoya slaught.or , De
[PIlS" must prr-ssu r« 1111' Hilltop
<quad into tu rnovr-rs , Ot tu-r
wiso ...
Hoy-a" 2H, Fordham I I
PREDICTION RECORD . .j 0

yardage whe n t1wy nevd it "
according to Coach Glacken, com
plernents DpMpo in the Ram back
field. HIS prexeru-e In the linup
WIll not allow tl1l' l loyas to key

by Syloan Sobel
Competing last weekend in the

world's hlggpst regatta. the Head
of the Charles in Boston, the
Georgetown University Crew
Team made the trip well worth
thl'ir while as the HeavyweIght
Four finished a phenomenal
second out of a field of forty
squads, Comppting against the
clock, the shell composed of John
McShea, Nick Keller, Tim Joyce,
Hank MacAntee and coxswained
by Jack Zeller, bested such boats
as Harvard, MIT, Coast Guard and
Northeastern in the 3-mile race,
losing only to the quartet from
Yale.

Unfortunately for Head Coach
Mike Mason and his crew. the
other teams competing in their
regatta didn't fare quite as well.
The Heavyweight Eight, en
countering such difficulties as
being struck by the boat from
Notre Dame, finished twenty
sixth out of forty, While the
lightweights, finding the compe
tition much stiffer, finished near
the bottom.

The squad now prepares for
their trip to Philadelphia, Novem
ber 22, ~here they will participate

Crew Team Second;
Lose To Yale Squad

bv Lou DeMille
Coming off a rather unimpressive triumph over Gallaudet, the Georgetown football team ~m be sk~ high

for their Homecoming clash with arch-rival Fordham University on Saturday. The Hoyas wJlllay their four
game unbeaten string on the line against the much-improved Rams at Kehoe Field in their "first real game
of the season" according to Georgetown coach Scotty Glacken.

Last season Georgetown tra- times this season for 367 yards.
veiled to Rosehill for Fordham's and he will be Georgetown's main
Homecoming affair, and the concern this Saturday.
Hoyas embarassed Fordham 26·6 Pierre Davis, who is 'ex
in front of 16,000 partisans. This ct'llent at getting the tough
year Coach Dave Rice's squad,
with 37 scholarship players, six
teen of them full scholarship.
hope to ret urn the favor on the
Hilltop. and improve their 3·2-1
season.

The Rams. who reinstituted
their football program on the
same day as Georgetown eleven
years ago operate from a wish
bone offense comparable to the
Hoyas. Fordham's potent offense
revolves around all-purpose back
Dennis DeMeo. DeMeo, the work
horse of the squad, has rushed 86

MpHssa White served good for
eight Georgetown points. while
Pam Kriesrner again servpd till'
winner thanks to a neat game
ending shot into the Ipet corner of
tho court by Wator«.

"Wp are tt:-'Ing to Will ourselves
an invitation to till' Northeastern
\{pgiona\:' "aid Coach McClure.
r('ferring to till' toumcy which is
till' -ymbol of volleyball supre
macy in the l Ifi-team \'a~t.

The team has a horne t ri-rnve t
tonight at 7::10 against Gl'orgl'
Washington and Eastern Mennon
ites In McDonough.

Hoya Gridders Host Rams
After Gouging Gallaudet

_~"'IiIJiiiiiII"'-

_'i.~»~~£ti '!~-

Uw Iwlp of two demoralizing
spikes by White and another by
Waters, Senior co-captain Pat
Kriesrner finished the game off
with her serves initiating the last
four Georgetown points.

The HilItop\ Margie Reusch
starred in the spcond game as she
spiked the Hoyr-tte's 4th, Ilth and
12th points. Waters chipped in
two solid shots on the evening
wh ill' Carol Young beauti fully
executed a net play to burn the
Mason defense lip front and
account for the Boyette's ninth
digit on the scoreboard.

The Women's Crew Team will row against George Washington lI$ part of
the GURA's annual Homecoming festivities.

Tomorrow afternoon finds the Georgetown Hoyas hosting traditional
Homecoming rival Fordham University in their annual clash.

hy Oms (;ra/HJllI

TIll' Gporgetown University
Vollpyball team move d two steps
closer to a Northeastern Re
gional 'I'ournamr-nt berth by de
feating Gl'orgp Mason and
Iinislung a strong serond in till'
East St roudsburg State Collpgl'
Invitational Tournament last
week. Tlu- Metropohtan Area
defending champs art' now 13-5
on the seavon ,

TIl(' runner-up position in the
E.S.S.C. 'I'oumey was the
Hoyet.tes' as they were nipped for
tilt' championship by East Strouds
burg. a PhysEd oriented school
which had pared its squad from
nearly 100 girls. Georgetown. on
the other hand. relied on a small
but tough travelling squad of
sevpn players whit'h whippt'd
Kutztown State of Pennsylvania
and Lehman College of New York
City en route to the finals.

..Fivp of the team's startprs
were fon'ed to play continuous
volleyball for five hours while
East Stroudburg substituted freply
throughout the early rounds.'
said second year head coach Joe
McClure. "I think this had a
contributing factor in the final."

Coach McClure noted that
freshman Kris Stanley and $opho
more co-captain Maura Waters had
excellent tournaments as did
Melissa White, whom Coach
McClure described as the team's
most consistent player.

On Tuesday night the Hoyettes
had an easy time of it on their
home court as they dumped
George Mason in successive games
15-2 and 15-5.

In the first half of the match
the Hoyettes breezed a1on. with

Volleyballers Defeat Mason
As Squad Records 13 th Win


